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Abstract 
Coral reef degradation is a serious problem all over the world and this is especially 
so in the past few decades. By growing coral fragments in a favorable condition until 
they achieve an optimum size, we can transplant them to damaged sites so as to 
restore the denuded habitats. The size of the coral fragments and the experimental 
season to grow them are strategically quite critical since these can affect their 
eco-physiological performances. Their response to temperature in the ex situ culture 
condition is also important in order to achieve the highest growth with minimal 
mortality. Besides, restoration using sexual recruits is an alternative strategy and this 
requires the knowledge on the reproductive biology of the corals. Therefore, this 
research aims at providing some baseline information on these different biological 
aspects of the soft coral Lobophytum sarcophytoides. 
In the first experiment, colonies of L. sarcophytoides were collected from Lan Guo 
Shui (LGS), Tung Ping Chau Marine Park (TPCMP) in Dec 08 and Aug 09. They 
were fragmented into 3 different sizes (4 cm^, 9 cm^ and 16 cm^) and grown at Tolo 
Harbor. Their survival condition, damage recovery, photosynthetic rate (measured as 
effective quantum yield) and growth rate were monitored weekly. Though initial 
mortality rate was high, it was found that Medium sized fragments (9 cm^) seemingly 
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had the highest growth rate among the different fragment groups, which makes it a 
potentially more suitable and cost-effective size for culture in order to obtain the 
largest amount of coral materials for use in coral restoration. 
Temperature effects on the survivorship and morphological response of L. 
sarcophytoides were further examined. Colonies of this soft coral collected from the 
field were cultured in aquaria in three separate temperature experiments covering the 
range of temperatures (14°C - 30°C and ambient) that was normally recorded in 
Hong Kong waters. These coral colonies survived relatively well within 16-30。C 
with proper acclimation, while 20°C appears to be the more suitable temperature for 
culturing L. sarcophytoides since the corals exhibited the highest effective quantum 
yield and 100% survivorship throughout the 57 days of experiment under this 
temperature. Photosynthetic activity of the coral colonies was found to decrease 
when approaching the lethal temperature limits. This was especial so at the lower 
margin of 14°C where bleaching occurred and the effective quantum yield was 
drastically reduced. 
The gametogenic development of L. sarcophytoides in Lan Guo Shui was also 
investigated. Surprisingly, uncoupled spermary and oocyte development was 
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observed in this study from Oct 08 to Feb 10. The spermaries developed in 
synchrony to attain their largest mean (士SD) size in Jun 09 (149士 13 |im). Spawning 
likely occurred between Jun to Jul 09. On the other hand, no synchronous pattern of 
oocyte development was recorded throughout the 16-month study. Different 
developmental stages of oocytes could be found in virtually all seasons. Exposure to 
different temperature regimes between the male and female colonies in the study site 
was suggested as the reason for such uncoupling of gametogenic cycles between the 
two sexes. This may have contributed to low population size structure of this species 
observed in the study site. 
The present findings are important in providing insight for a better understanding of 
the distribution pattern of these soft corals in the field as well as their potential for 
use in the restoration of denuded reefs. They are valuable for the development of 
conservation strategy to protect Hong Kong octocorals since the baseline information 
on the eco-physiology of these corals were clearly insufficient. Knowing more about 
the stress response and restoration values of octocorals is important. These 
information can be incorporated into any preventive measure that could be put in 
place before natural or anthropogenic disasters destroy the coral communities. 
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Chapter 1 
Chapter 1 Introduction 
1.1 Ecological and economic importance of coral reef habitats 
Coral reefs are important eco-systems in the tropical marine environment. They were 
described as the rainforest in the sea. Although they occupy only 0.1% of global 
surface area, the biodiversity of global coral reefs was estimated to consist of at least 
950,000 species, compared to 2,000,000 species in rainforests that occupy 2.3% of 
the earth surface (Reaka-Kudla, 1997). Live corals and their dead skeletons provide 
habitats with highly heterogeneous structure for organisms to hide or attach. On the 
other hand, corals also play the critical role as primary producers that form the base 
of the food chain because of the presence of symbiotic algae in their tissues that carry 
out photosynthesis. Thus, their destruction would lead to instability in the ecosystem 
that would result in further physical and biological changes (Connell, 1997). 
Besides their ecological importance, many important economic species for fisheries 
are also closely associated with coral reefs. Moreover, coral reefs command a high 
tourism value because of their beauty and high biodiversity. In Southeast Asia, more 
than 60% of the population of 557 millions who live around the coast are directly or 
indirectly dependent on the reefs (Wilkinson, 2008). However, in recent decades, 
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many reports on degradations of coral reefs are recorded, including the famous Great 
Barrier Reef (Baird & Marshall，2002; Pandolfi et a l , 2003). These degradations 
seriously affect both the livelihood of the coastal communities and the integrity of 
the coastal ecosystem. 
1.2 Degradation of coral reefs 
Coral reef degradation is a serious problem. Many different disturbances on coral 
reefs are occurring worldwide that cause the mass mortality of corals. These 
disturbances may be natural, including storms and bleaching events (Cornish et al., 
2004). Some of these, however, may be aggravated due to the global climate change. 
Global warming could bring about unfavorable changes in sea water conditions like 
salinity, temperature and pH beyond the tolerable limits of most corals. Increased 
predation and overgrowth by other organisms can also pose serious harm to the 
corals (Coma et al., 2004). 
Besides these natural disturbances, more and more human activities are affecting the 
marine ecosystems, like dredging, coral quarrying, sewage discharge, fishing, 
chemical pollution, oil spills，ship groundings, tourist damage, run-off of sediment, 
excessive use of fertilizers and pesticides (Edwards et al., 1998). A l l these can pose 
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serious harm to the health of coral reefs or could even lead to mass mortality of the 
corals (Done, 1992; Cornish et al., 2004) and other reef associated organisms 
(Wilson et al., 2006; Graham et al., 2007). 
1.2.1 Natural recovery 
I f the disturbed reefs are left alone without human intervention, natural recovery of 
corals can take place by recruitment of coral larvae either locally or from other 
surrounding areas. However, the time needed to restore the original diversity of the 
reef may take decades or may never happen (Connell, 1997; Guzman & Cortes, 2007) 
because of high mortality and slow growth rates of the new recruits (Sato, 1985). The 
sources of new recruits may also be a big problem. Moreover, some destructive 
events like storms or blast fishing can reduce the substratum into unconsolidated 
rubbles (Soong & Chen, 2003)，making it even more difficult for natural recruitment 
to occur. The speed of natural recovery, thus, may not be matched with the rate of 
disturbance. This could eventually lead to a complete phase shift in the community 
structure of a disturbed reef (Done, 1992; Hughes et al., 2007; Ledlie et al., 2007). 
1.2.2 Restoration of disturbed reefs 
In view of these, different strategies have been proposed by scientists to restore the 
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biodiversity of the denuded sites. Some of these include coral transplantation and 
setting up of coral nurseries to culture corals by both sexual and asexual means 
(Rinkevich, 1995; Epstein et al., 2001). Besides restoration, coral nurseries can also 
serve as the source of corals for ornamental and aquarium trade so as to reduce the 
stress on the reef ecosystem due to wild collection of corals. 
1.2.2.1 Whole colony transplantation 
Traditional method of reef restoration employs the transplantation of whole colonies 
from some donor reefs nearby in order to immediately increase the diversity of corals 
in the denuded reef (Clark & Edwards, 1995). However, this method of transplanting 
coral colonies poses negative effect on the donor communities where colonies are 
being removed. The requirement of this method to have adequate supply of live 
corals without significantly damaging the donor communities is hard to achieve 
(Edwards & Clark，1998). To minimize the impact, the use of this method is 
restricted to small-scale reconstruction. 
1.2.2.2 Fragment transplantation 
A more advanced strategy is by transplanting coral fragments from donor colonies. A 
single colony is broken into smaller pieces or nubbins and each piece used as a 
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Starting fragment for a new colony (Auberson, 1982; Epstein et al., 2001). This 
approach is better than transplanting whole colonies since it can provide more coral 
materials for restoration from the same number of colonies and thus reduce the stress 
on the donor reefs. Nevertheless, the mortality rate of the transplanted fragments was 
found to be quite high (68-92% after 17 months) and fecundity was low (Smith & 
Hughes, 1999) and thus, the effectiveness of this method could also be put in 
question. 
1.2.2.3 Coral nursery 
A more recent reef gardening approach of setting up coral nurseries was initiated to 
address the weaknesses of the above methods (Rinkevich 1995, 2000). This new 
approach aims at growing the coral fragments under a favorable condition until their 
injuries by fragmentation have re covered and a suitable size is achieved befor e 
transplantation to damaged sites. This strategy can help to produce large number o f 
fragments that survive better during transplantation and thus would pose less stress 
on the donor reef. 
In a study in the Red Sea by Rinkevich (2000)，fragments of <4cm in size o f the hard 
coral Stylophora pistillata cultured in the nurseries showed a high survivorship of up 
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to 90% after 1 year. Another study on the coral nubbins of 2-15 polyps each of S. 
pistillata grown in nurseries also showed a high 60% survivorship after 103 days, 
compared to the 0% survivorship after only 40 days of those grown in situ (Shafir et 
al.，2001). Other than asexual fragments, sexual recruits of corals have also been 
grown in nurseries for restoration use to obtain higher genetic diversity, but this 
approach takes a longer time and involves more complex processes (Rinkevich, 
1995). Nevertheless, the reef gardening approach is now becoming more widely 
adopted and has been applied in a number of cases like in the Red Sea (Epstein et al., 
2001)，Thailand (Yeemin et a l , 2006) and the Philippines (Shaish et al., 2008) with 
good success. 
1.3 Studies on octocorals 
Octocorals, including soft corals, gorgonians, blue corals and sea pens，are under the 
Subclass Octocorallia. The characteristic of this subclass is that all members have 
their coral polyps possessing eight tentacles. This is different from the better known 
coral group, the hard corals from Hexacorallia with their polyps bearing six or 
multiple of six tentacles. 
Octocorals use tiny sclerites, hydroskeleton or proteinaceous axial skeleton to 
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support themselves. They generally depend more on heterotrophic nutrition than hard 
corals do, though most of them also host the symbiotic zooxanthellae (Fabricius, 
1995). They tend to live in areas with relatively stronger water motion in order to 
obtain food more efficiently. 
1.3.1 Functional ecology of octocorals 
Though hard corals are widely recognized to have high ecological value, in some 
places however, octocorals are the dominant components of the reefs. For example, 
soft corals accounted for 60%-70% coverage of the reef in Nanwan Bay, Taiwan 
(Benayahu et al., 2004). Octocorals can increase the surface area and structural 
complexity of the substratum, or help consolidate the substrata (Syms & Jones, 
2001). 
Furthermore, there are more than 180 natural products found in coelenterates where 
octocorals belong. They ranked second among the marine phyla, after sponges, with 
the most number of natural products isolated (Blunt et al., 2004). There is a high 
potential of discovering more novel products from octocorals with anti-cancer, 
anti-microbial (Blunt et al., 2004) or anti-HIV application (Rashid et a l , 2000)，as 
well as anti-fouling ability (Paul & Puglisi，2004) that can be applied in paints. It is 
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expected that more applications of these products wi l l be realized in the near future. 
Some of the natural products produced by octocorals are allelopathic to other 
organisms. They are believed to be used to protect the hosts themselves from 
predation or to out-compete other sessile organisms (La Barre et al.，1986; Paul & 
Puglisi, 2004). Furthermore, these chemical products could also facilitate coral larval 
settlement and development as they could help the coral recruits to avoid competition 
with other sessile organisms or from being fouled. This mechanism was considered 
to be important in the early succession of coral reef communities (Maida et al., 
2001). 
The functional roles of octocorals in the coral reef ecosystem are usually 
understudied. They are therefore seldom the focus of conservation efforts around the 
world. Their importance to the coral reef ecosystem and their potential commercial 
value should not be under-estimated. Conservation of octocorals can be more 
effectively carried out only i f there are greater understandings of their basic biology, 




1.3.2 Biodiversity of octocorals in Hong Kong 
Hong Kong is located in southern China. It has a typical sub-tropical climate with an 
average winter sea surface water temperature (SST) of 16 to 17°C. Occasionally, the 
winter SST could drop to 13 - 14 (EPD, 2009). To the west of Hong Kong is the 
Pearl River, the third largest river in China. Coastal environment in western Hong 
Kong is therefore essentially estuarine, with an average salinity that is <22 ppt (EPD, 
2009). A l l these environmental conditions are not optimum for coral growth. Thus, 
corals do not form reefs in Hong Kong, but patches of coral communities are 
developed mainly in the eastern and northeastern waters where the estuarine 
influence from the Pearl River is least. 
In a most recent study on the distribution and diversity of Hong Kong octocorals, a 
total of 67 species of octocorals were recorded in Hong Kong waters, including 29 
species of soft corals and 38 species of gorgonians (Ang et al., 2010). This diversity 
is relatively high when compared with 19 species of soft corals reported in Green 
Island, Taiwan (Benayahu et al., 2004) or a total of 70 species of soft coral and 
gorgonian reported in Taiwanese reefs (Fujiwara et al., 2000). 
Most octocorals in Hong Kong are found at 3 to 20 m of water depth (Benayahu & 
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Ofwegen, 2009; Benayahu & Fabricius, 2010). This range is deeper than that of most 
hard corals. Furthermore, they are also found in sites with weaker water motion and 
high sedimentation rates, presumably in order to obtain sufficient nutrition (Lee, 
2007). 
1.3.3 Threats on octocorals in Hong Kong 
Like in other coral reefs worldwide, Hong Kong coral communities are facing threats 
of different levels. Natural disasters occasionally affect Hong Kong corals and many 
anthropogenic activities in Hong Kong waters pose potential harms to the survival of 
the octocorals as well. 
Corals are sensitive to environmental changes. Global climate change is believed to 
be affecting the health of corals all-over the world. But besides sea temperature rise, 
high irradiation, sedimentation, pollution and bacterial infections are also factors 
triggering bleaching events. In 1997, serious coral bleaching in different 
communities was recorded in Hong Kong (McCorry, 2002) and it is expected that 




Pollution problems caused by human activities are harmful to coral health. Organic 
and inorganic pollution from domestic and agricultural effluents, metal 
contamination and discharges from industries within the Pearl River Delta region are 
the common pollution sources in Hong Kong waters. High concentration of the 
pollutants can lead to slower growth rate, bleaching or even mortality of corals 
(McCorry, 2002; Ang，2004). 
Coastal developments like reclamation, dredging, marine dumping and land f i l l 
contributed to water turbidity and pollution. This increase in sediment loads can pose 
serious effect on the survival of corals (Fabricius, 2005). Many coastal 
developmental projects in Hong Kong as well as in nearby Shenzhen continue to 
pose a serious threat to coral areas in Hong Kong (Ang et al., 2004). 
Destructive fishing methods like bottom trawling are still being practiced in Hong 
Kong, although blast fishing is now more rarely used (Ang et a l , 2004). These 
methods are devastating to corals and the associated communities. The abandoned 
fishing nets continue to accumulate sediments and could entangle the corals, 
contributing to the mortality of the corals being covered. 
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Most of the studies on pollution effect on corals or coral recovery from 
environmental impacts focused mainly on hard corals. The environmental effects on 
octocorals are virtually unknown. The recovery of octocoral communities after 
disturbance is also expected to be slow. It was reported that tropical octocorals have 
low recruitment and growth rates when compared with hard corals (Cornish & 
DiDonato, 2004). This demographic profile of being long-lived with low-turnover 
rate makes them more vulnerable to disturbance events (Coma et al., 2004). 
Therefore, when disasters occur, their natural recovery wi l l probably take longer. But 
detailed data on this are wanting and more investigations should therefore be 
conducted to understand environmental impacts on octocorals and their recovery. 
1.4 The focus and significance of the present study 
In view of the different potential problems faced by octocorals in Hong Kong as well 
as elsewhere around the world, it is therefore the focus of the present thesis research 
on aspects of eco-physiological performances of soft corals under different 
environmental conditions, using Lobophytum sarcophytoides (tentatively identified 
by Prof. CF Dai of National Taiwan University) as a representative species. The 
importance of fragment size on coral regeneration, seasonal variation in their 
temperature tolerance as well as their reproductive biology were investigated. A l l 
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these studies were carried out as part of the evaluation on the feasibility of 
developing nurseries for soft corals. The feasibility of a soft coral nursery has never 
been examined in greater details in Hong Kong nor in other parts of the world, 
although similar studies have been done on hard corals (Rinkevich, 1995 & 2000; 
Epstein et al., 2001; Shafir et a l , 2001, 2006; Soong & Chen, 2003). Knowledge and 
techniques used in hard coral nursery can be applied and further developed to 
improve the performances of the soft corals. It wi l l be a good start to examine the 
possibility of using soft corals in reef recovery transplantation. Soft corals could 
equally contribute to the restoration of denuded reefs. Fragments grown in a nursery 
could also provide source materials for coral trading and experimental studies, as in 
the hard corals (Shafir et al., 2001). 
Diving tourism in coral reefs is a booming industry that is worth billions of dollars in 
Southeast Asia and the Caribbean. It is getting more popular each day. There should 
be efforts to enhance the appreciation of octocorals, especially the soft corals and 
gorgonians, as essential components of the reefs. Their aesthetic values and 
functional ecological roles are unlikely to be less than those of the hard corals. A 
greater understanding of their biology should contribute towards a better 
conservation and protection of these marine organisms. 
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1.4.1 Lobophytum sarcophytoides, the study organism 
Lobophytum is among the three most common genera of soft corals in the 
Indo-Pacific region (Benayahu, 2004). Although it was rarely recorded in a survey in 
Hong Kong waters by Fabricius & McCorry (2005) covering a total of 19 sites, in a 
more recent study (Ang et al., 2010), Lobophytum could be found in 12 sites (out of 
103 sites) from the northeastern Hong Kong waters to Junk Bay in Southeastern 
Hong Kong. However, Lobophytum sarcophytoides was the less common one and 
was only recorded in Wong Mau Chau, Tsim Chau (Ang et a l , 2010) and Lan Guo 
Shui (this study). 
In Lan Guo Shui (LGS), Tung Ping Chau Marine Park (TPCMP), L. sarcophytoides 
occurs locally in very large patches forming mono-specific aggregations that 
dominate the benthic environment. The general depth range of these aggregations is 
around 7m to 12m below the chart datum (CD). Lobophytum sarcophytoides is a 
zooxanthellate soft coral, i.e. there are symbiotic algae living inside the soft coral. In 
a related study, the spawning period of another Lobophytum species (identified as 




Lobophytum sarcophytoides was chosen to be studied in this thesis research for two 
reasons. As L. sarcophytoides is a zooxanthellate soft coral, it is probably more 
affected by temperature change than azooxanthellate soft corals since the symbiotic 
algae are sensitive to environmental change (Michalek-Wagner & Willis, 2001). 
Second, L. sarcophytoides is relatively abundant in TPCMP though its distribution in 
other parts of Hong Kong is uncommon. In TPCMP, sizes of L. sarcophytoides 
colonies are larger than those of the other zooxanthellate soft corals. Therefore, the 
logistics of sample collection should not be a problem and the impact of collection 
on the population should be within the sustainable level. 
1.4.2 Objectives 
The followings are the objectives of this thesis research: 
1. To find out the effect of fragment size of L. sarcophytoides and the season of 
treatment on their survivorship, reproductive biology, recovery, 
photosynthetic and growth rates. 
2. To evaluate the relationship between temperature and the survivorship of I . 
sarcophytoides under experimental laboratory conditions. 




1.5 Thesis Outline 
Based on the above objectives, this thesis research is divided into five chapters. The 
contents of each chapter are briefly described as follows: 
Chapter 1 - Introduction 
This chapter describes the general decline in the health of coral reefs in the world and 
the general background leading to this unfavorable situation. The development of 
reef restoration strategies is briefly introduced. The importance of octocorals, their 
conservation status and their possible use in restoration of denuded reefs in Hong 
Kong are also discussed. The significance of this study, the target organism and the 
objectives of this study are also given. 
Chapter 2 - Seasonal Variation and Size-dependent Eco-physiological 
Performances of the Soft Coral Lobophytum sarcophytoides 
This chapter focuses on the experiments that investigated the seasonal effect of 
cutting and the effect of fragment size on coral's survival, reproductive biology, 
growth and photosynthesis. Seasonal timing of cutting was shown to be significant in 
affecting the survival of these coral fragments whereas size could affect the gamete 
development, growth rate and to some extent, survivorship of the corals. 
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Chapter 3 一 Effects of Temperature on the Health Condition and Photosynthetic 
Activity of the Soft Coral Lobophytum sarcophytoides 
This chapter includes three experiments with different temperature ranges. In each 
experiment, colonies of the soft coral L. sarcophytoides were grown under four 
different temperatures in the laboratory, including a set under the ambient 
temperature as controls. The mortality, photosynthetic activity and the morphological 
responses of these colonies were recorded. The optimum temperature for the growth 
of L. sarcophytoides was found to be 20°C with 100% survivorship and highest 
effective quantum yield within the temperature range tested. 
Chapter 4 - Reproductive Biology of Lobophytum sarcophytoides 
The reproductive biology of L, sarcophytoides was investigated in this chapter. Ten 
random samples were collected monthly from the L. sarcophytoides aggregations in 
LGS from Oct 2008 to Feb 2010. Histological sections of each sample were prepared 
and their gonadal development was observed under the microscope. The reproductive 
cycle of this species was thus determined from this continuous sampling. 
Chapter 5 - Summary and Perspectives 
This chapter summarizes the findings of the experiments presented in the previous 
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three chapters. These results provide the baseline eco-physiological information for 
this particular soft coral species and help to f i l l up the information gap about 
octocorals for this geographical region. These information are valuable for the 
conservation of Hong Kong octocorals since knowledge about the stress response of 
soft corals to temperature changes could be incorporated in the development of 
conservation, and i f needed, restoration strategies for the coral community in general. 
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Chapter 2 Seasonal Variation and Size-dependent 
Eco-physiological Performances of the Soft Coral 
Lobophytum sarcophytoides. 
2.1 Introduction 
“Reef gardening approach" is a common and now more widely-accepted strategy for 
the restoration of denuded coral reefs. It is achieved in two steps: culture of coral 
fragments or sexual recruits in a low-profile nursery and the subsequent 
transplantation of these cultured corals to the denuded site (Rinkevich, 1995; Shafir 
et al., 2001). These two steps are tightly linked. Without the success of the first step, 
there could not be the materials to be used in the second step. Thus far, this 
restoration strategy has only made use of hard corals, and no information on the 
potential use of soft corals in coral transplantation has ever been investigated. 
The focus of this Chapter is therefore on the effect of size on the eco-physiological 
performances of soft coral fragments, including their rate of recovery from injuries, 
photosynthetic activity, growth rate and reproduction. The seasonal effect of 
obtaining and setting up the coral fragments was also examined. These information 
are essential to evaluate the optimal size of coral fragments that can be grown in a 
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nursery and constitute the first step in the reef gardening approach to use soft corals 
in reef restoration. 
2.1.1 Damage recovery 
In an earlier experiment conducted in Hong Kong, Woo (2005) found that there was 
seasonal difference in the regeneration rate of hard corals after injuries were inflicted. 
Two kinds of injuries, namely tissue and scraping injuries, were inflicted on the hard 
coral Porites lutea in different seasons and the 90% recovery rate was significantly 
lower in corals inflicted in winter than in summer. This difference was attributed to 
the unfavorable temperature for hard corals to survive in winter. Thus, these corals 
needed to invest more of their energy and resources to sustain themselves and would 
have less extra energy for use in the recovery from lesion. 
Besides seasonal variation, difference in the sizes of colonies can also affect the rate 
of coral recovery from lesions. Oren et al. (2001) inflicted different sizes of lesions 
on difference sizes of coral colonies of Favia favus and discovered that i f the lesions 
were very small (<1 cm^), the difference in colony size did not affect the recovery 
rate significantly. But as the lesion sizes increased, the larger colonies showed 
significantly higher recovery rate than the smaller colonies. Again, this was thought 
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to be related to the higher ability of larger coral colonies to allocate their resources to 
recovery from injuries. 
2.1.2 Photosynthetic activity 
Corals can be zooxanthellate or azooxanthellate, depending respectively on the 
presence or absence of associated symbiotic algae. These symbiotic algae in 
zooxanthellate corals can therefore carry out photosynthesis to provide the coral with 
photosynthates as an important source of nutrition (Fabricius & Klumpp，1995). 
Photosynthetic activity can thus be an indirect indicator of the health of these corals, 
given that higher photosynthetic activities can provide the host corals with more 
energy reserve for growth and reproduction (Michalek-Wagner & Willis, 2001). 
The most well-known cause of breakdown in photosynthetic activity in corals is 
bleaching. Coral bleaching may be caused by the loss of zooxanthellae, reduction in 
the density of photosynthetic pigments in these symbionts or both, or abnormality in 
the host cells resulting in inability to house the zooxanthellae (Gomez et al., 2001). 
Bleaching could ultimately cause the death of the corals and hence could have severe 
consequences on the coral reef ecosystems (Schuttenberg & Obura, 2001). 
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In Hong Kong, Woo (2005) measured the photo synthetic quantum yield of coral 
lesions. Quantum yield was much reduced in lesions resulted from both tissue and 
scraping injuries compared to that in healthy tissue. This was attributed to the 
removal of coral tissue with zooxanthellae in these lesions, hence lower density of 
zooxanthellae that were responsible for photo synthetic activity in the corals. As 
recovery of the coral lesions progressed, their quantum yield also recovered to the 
normal level gradually. 
2.1.3 Reproductive biology 
Reproductivity of soft corals has been shown to be size-dependent, i.e. they can 
become reproductive only after reaching a certain size. For example, Lobophytum 
compactum became reproductive after it grew to about 18 cm in diameter in Japan 
(Yamazato et al., 1981). The male and female colonies of Lobophytum pauciflorum 
can reproduce sexually when they are larger than about 5 cm and 10 cm in size 
respectively (Fan et al., 2005). However, after fragmentation, the coral fragments can 
become non-reproductive again even i f they are originally reproductive. This 
phenomenon is called reverse puberty and is an adaptive response of the fragments to 
re-allocate the resources to recovery from injuries and to grow to a safer size for 
survival at the expense of fecundity (Smith & Hughes，1999). 
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2.1.4 Growth rate 
Growth rate of the coral fragments is perhaps one of the most important concerns of 
the nursery industries. Faster growth rate of the fragments is of course preferred 
since this can help yielding more viable fragments for restoration use. Previous 
studies have investigated the optimal sizes of coral fragments that could result in 
higher growth rate. For example, Soong & Chen (2003) investigated the effect of 
original sizes of Acropora sp. fragments on their growth rates. It was found that 3 cm 
fragments grew significantly faster than 6 cm fragments 2 to 3 months after 
fragmentation. Since they were at a higher risk for survival, the smaller fragments 
tended to grow faster to a certain size to increase their survival rate. 
2.1.5 Significance and objectives 
The size of the coral fragments in a nursery is strategically critical as this can affect 
their health condition, regeneration, fecundity, growth and photosynthetic rates. It is 
important to choose an optimum size of the fragments based on their 
eco-physiological performances listed above in order to maximize their use for 
rehabilitation. Besides, variation in seasonal conditions may also affect these 
regeneration and survival performances. However, this type of investigations has 
largely been focused on hard corals in the past but not on soft corals, in spite of the 
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fact that soft corals are also important components of a coral reef. Therefore, the 
objective of this research is to provide baseline information on the effect of seasonal 
conditions and size on the eco-physiological performances of soft coral fragments, 
specifically those of Lobophytum sarcophytoides. 
2.2 Study sites 
This experiment was carried out in two study sites. Samples of the soft coral L 
sarcophytoides were collected from Lan Guo Shui (LGS) in Tung Ping Chau Marine 
Park (TPCMP) (Figures 2.1 & 2.2a). LGS also served as the control site of the 
experiment. After collection and processing, the corals were grown in the water in 
front of the Simon F.S. L i Marine Science Laboratory (MSL) of the Chinese 
University of Hong Kong, which is located in Tolo Harbour in northeastern Hong 
Kong (Figures 2.1 & 2.2b). 
2.2.1 Lan Guo Shui (LGS) 
Lan Guo Shui (N22.538, E l 14.441, Figure 2.2a) is located on the northeastern side 
of TPCMP. This marine park was designated in 2001, with the aims of conserving the 
rich coral communities that are present around the island. Soft corals and gorgonians 
are commonly found in south-western side of Tung Ping Chau where it was more 
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exposed and the water current stronger. It is a more favorable site for soft corals and 
gorgonians (Lee, 2007). 
Lee (2007) surveyed the octocoral communities in Tung Ping Chau and recorded 
high abundance of L. sarcophytoides (ranged from 3.47±5.46% cover in deep water 
to 4.20±9.45o/o in shallow water) in LGS，the highest among the three study sites 
around Tung Ping Chau. Therefore, LGS was chosen as the study site in this 
experiment. 
2.2.2 Tolo Harbour (MSL) 
The experimental site is Tolo Harbour, in front of the Marine Science Laboratory of 
The Chinese University of Hong Kong (N22.422, E114.215, Figure 2.2b). Shafir et al. 
(2006) suggested that a shallow location, mid-water and nutrient-enriched site is a 
good nursery site for corals to obtain faster growth rates. Fabricius & Dommisse 
(2000) also reported that turbid water with high concentrations of suspended 
particulate matter (SPM) is a suitable feeding environment for octocorals since even 
zooxanthellate soft corals depend on SPM. Tolo Harbour appears to satisfy these 
required parameters for a good nursery site. 
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Tolo Harbour used to support a high coral coverage before the 1980s. However, 
because of intense water pollution due to eutrophication and land reclamation, most 
of the coral communities in Tolo Harbour and Channel had vanished (McCorry, 
2002). Improvement works on water quality in Tolo Harbour started in the 1990s in 
accordance with the Water Pollution Control Ordinance of Hong Kong. The water 
condition was further improved by the implementation of the Shatin Sewage 
Treatment Plant treating the water from the Shing Mun River that empties into Tolo 
Harbour. Nowadays, the pioneering hard coral Oulastrea crispata has already 
re-established in this site. A number of reef fish, including the seahorse Hippocampus 
kuda, have also been observed to utilize Tolo Harbour as their breeding ground 
(personal observation). Thus, this site is likely to be suitable for coral growth again i f 
a recruitment source is available. 
Tolo Harbour has relatively higher nutrient levels than the waters around Tung Ping 
Chau. Both sites have similar suspended solid and total phosphorus level, while Tolo 
Harbour has higher total Kjeldahl nitrogen and chlorophyll-a than Tung Ping Chau 
(Table 2.1) (EPD 2007, 2008, 2009). Therefore, it was potentially a good site for 
coral culture to yield faster growth rate. To verify the suitability of Tolo Harbour as a 
nursery ground for coral culture, preliminary transplantation experiment of different 
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octocorals from LGS to Tolo Harbour was conducted in 13 Sep 2007 - 3 Jan 2008 
with 100% survivorship of L sarcophytoides maintained for four months. Thus, Tolo 
Harbour was chosen as the recipient site for this experiment to grow soft corals. 
2.3 Methodologies 
2.3.1 Sample collection 
Around 20 colonies of 1. sarcophytoides, accumulating in a total area of about 1500 
cm2 (with longest diameter around 12-15 cm each), were collected from LGS in Dec 
08 for use in the experiment. Twenty additional individual colonies were also 
collected from the site as disturbance controls (Control). A second set of samples was 
collected in Aug 09 to investigate the seasonal variation in their eco-physiological 
performances. Whole colonies were collected with their base detached from the 
substrata to minimize the damage to the colonies. Collection of too many colonies in 
close proximity was avoided to prevent affecting the density of local population. 
2.3.2 Treatment of samples 
After transferring back to the laboratory as soon as collected, the colonies were first 
acclimatized in outdoor water table with ambient sunlight and temperature for one 
week. Seawater in the water table was pumped from Tolo Harbor for direct use. This 
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allowed them to get used to the water in the new environment before transplanting to 
the experimental site in Tolo Harbour. This procedure was shown to be most 
effective in saving the transplanted corals in a preliminary experiment conducted 
earlier. One week later, the colonies for treatment were cut with knife into Small 
(4cm^), Medium (9cm^) and Large (16cm^) square shaped fragments, with 20 
replicates each. They were then tied on PVC boards using fishing line and attached 
on stainless steel nets with cable ties at the experimental setup located in 4 m depth 
of water, 0.5 m above the muddy substratum in Tolo Harbour. Twenty uncut colonies 
(30.3士5.6 cm2) collected at the same time were used as disturbance controls (Control) 
in the experimental site, and 20 tagged random colonies were left in LGS as controls 
(Site Control) in the donor site. 
2.3.3 Health condition 
The health condition of the fragments and Control colonies were monitored weekly. 
When the colonies were stressed, mortality of the polyps or the colonies could be 
observed. The surface tissue of the capitulum of pale purple or grey in color would 
slough off, showing the white tissue underneath that would soon decay. The health 
status of these colonies was classified into four categories based on this pattern of 
deterioration. Colonies were considered 'Healthy' when no sloughing of f of any 
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surface tissue was observed and the colonies remained pale purple or grey in color 
when contracted (Figure 2.3A). 'Partial Mortality' refers to the sloughing off of part 
of the surface tissue, but the other parts of the colony remained healthy (Figure 2.3B). 
When all the surface tissues sloughed off, the colony was identified as 'Complete 
Mortality'. The color of the colony was white and necrosis of tissues could also be 
observed (Figure 2.3C). However, i f the partially dead colonies did not deteriorate 
but recovered into the healthy state, they were identified as 'Recovered' to 
distinguish them from those that did not suffer any partial mortality (Figure 2.3D). 
2.3.4 Damage recovery 
During fragmentation of the treatment colonies, lesions were left at the four sides of 
the fragments. The recovery of the fragments from this damage was monitored once 
every week by taking photos of the lesions. The photos were compared and the 
timing and rate of lesion recovery assessed. The rates of recovery between different 
size groups were also compared. 
2.3.5 Growth rate 
Growth of L sarcophytoides mainly occurred in the horizontal direction due to their 
encrusting growth form. Therefore, photos were taken from the top of the fragments 
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and Control colonies on a weekly basis to monitor changes in their sizes when they 
were retracted. Sizes of the colonies were then measured from the photos using an 
image analysis program, The Image-Pro Plus 5.0 (Media Cybernetics, Inc., Bethesda， 
MD, USA), in a computer. The growth rates of each size group were calculated 
monthly by taking the average of weekly data for each month. 
2.3.6 Photosynthetic activity 
The effective quantum yield of the coral fragments and Control colonies were 
measured weekly using diving PAM (Pulse Amplitude Modulation) fluorometer 
(Walz 2000，Effeltrich，Germany) (Figure 2.4A). Effective quantum yield measures 
the efficiency of energy conversion in Photosystem I I of the zooxanthellae in the 
corals. Three replicates were measured for each sample fragment or colony (Figure 
2.4B). 
2.3.7 Reproductive Biology 
Al l samples used in this experiment were male because of the relatively higher 
abundance of male colonies in the patches used as source for the experimental 
colonies. It is not known how different sexes of corals would respond to the 
treatment conditions used in this experiment, but there is no obvious reason to expect 
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significant differences between sexes. Three samples were taken from each group of 
the corals from the set up on 7 May 2009. The samples were fixed in 10% formalin 
for one week and preserved in 75% ethanol afterwards. They were then decalcified 
with decalcifying agent (containing 1500ml 32% concentrated hydrochloric acid, 
3.5g ethylenediamin-tetraacetic acid, 0.04g sodium potassium tartrate, 0.7g sodium 
tartrate dehydrate, and made up to 5L final volume) and mounted in paraffin wax 
blocks. Thereafter, around 30 7 i^m thick histological sections of each sample were 
prepared using a microtome for gonad examination. Hematoxylin and eosin were 
applied to stain the samples. The sections mounted on slides were observed under 
light microscope. Photos were taken for the six largest spermaries in each sample. 
Their longest diameter and the corresponding perpendicular diameter were measured 
using the same computer program, the Image-Pro Plus 5.0. The geometric diameter 
of each spermary was calculated by the square root of the product of the two 
diameters. The results were compared between groups as well as with those from the 
in situ samples in the donor site (detailed in Chapter 4). 
2.3.8 Statistical Analysis 
One-way ANOVA was performed to evaluate differences in the photosynthetic 
quantum yield between different treatment or control groups in each month. I f the 
difference was significant (p<0.05), post-hoc test (Tukey test) was performed to 
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identify the difference between groups. 
Significant difference in the spermary size between different treatment or control 
groups in May 2009 was also tested with One-way ANOVA. I f the difference was 
significant (p<0.05), post-hoc test (Duncan test) was performed to identify the 
difference between groups. These statistical analyses were carried out using SPSS 
15.0 (Apache Software Foundation, USA). 
2.4 Results 
2.4.1 Acclimation of transplanted corals 
In the acclimation stage, the samples collected in Dec 2008 survived quite well and 
were ready for treatment and transplantation to Tolo Harbour within a week. 
However, the samples collected in Aug 2009 suffered mass mortality after three days 
of acclimation. Another collection was thus done within the same month but without 
success. Both samples acclimated or transplanted to the set-up in Tolo Harbour in 
this month suffered a 100% mortality. 
The high temperature in the outdoor water table (32。C during day-time) as well as in 
Tolo Harbour (30°C during day-time), compared to the in situ condition (26°C 
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during day-time) in LGS was suspected to be the cause of mortality. The experiment 
in Aug 2009 was thus terminated and an experiment on temperature effect on L 
sarcophytoides was initiated to investigate how high temperature affects the 
survivorship of the corals (Chapter 3). 
2.4.2 Health condition 
The health condition of L sarcophytoides fragments and Control colonies 
transplanted to Tolo Harbour from LGS was monitored for one year (Dec 2008 - Dec 
2009). Generally, the health conditions of both the fragments and Control colonies 
declined within this period (Figure 2.5). Only one day after the treatment and 
transplantation, 71%, 60% and 41% of the Large, Medium and Small fragments 
respectively experienced partial mortality. A l l samples in the Control group survived 
well. After one month, the percentage of healthy colonies in the Control, Large, 
Medium and Small fragment groups decreased to 53%, 24%, 10% and 18% 
respectively. 
The percentage of healthy colonies remained steady thereafter until Sep 09 when 
mass bleaching of the colonies occurred. A l l (100%) of the remaining colonies 
bleached and the percentage of healthy colonies further dropped. At the end of the 
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experiment (Jan 10), only 35%, 12% and 5% of samples in Control, Large and 
Medium fragment groups stayed healthy while none of the colonies in Small 
fragment group survived. 
Figure 2.6 shows the detailed monthly variation in the health condition of different 
fragment groups over the whole experimental period. Partial mortality occurred in 
around half of the samples in the treatment groups after one day (Figure 2.6B) and 
most of them could not recover and subsequently died within one month (Figure 
2.6C). The initial mortality rate (in the first month) was high, but most of those 
colonies that stayed healthy after the first month, or those that recovered, remained 
healthy in the subsequent months (Figure 2.6D - Figure 2.6J). In Sep 09 however, 
serious bleaching occurred and both the recovered and healthy samples reacted 
similarly. Some of them slowly died after being bleached (Figure 2.6K - Figure 
2.6N). 
2.4.3 Growth rate 
The size changes of L sarcophytoides in different treatment and control groups over 
time are illustrated in Figure 2.7. Fluctuation in the size of the corals was observed as 
the colonies contracted or expanded in response to different environmental 
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conditions. The dynamics of these fluctuations cannot yet be ful ly understood. 
Following size changes of the control colonies in LGS (Figure 2.7), a slight drop in 
size from Jan 09 to Feb 09 could first be observed. This was followed by an increase 
in size until the maximum was achieved in Aug 09. The size then dropped slowly 
until Feb 10. This pattern of change can be used as a general reference for the growth 
of L sarcophytoides throughout the year. The colonies expanded and became larger 
during the warmer seasons and contracted more as the temperature dropped. It is 
suggested that temperature might be a factor affecting the size of L sarcophytoides 
since the water was the coldest in Jan and Feb 09 and water temperature increased 
gradually thereafter. Despite this seasonal expansion and contraction, some increase 
in average size of the colonies could still be observed when comparing the data for 
Jan 09 vs Jan 10 and Feb 09 vs Feb 10. The growth or increase in size was calculated 
to be 19% and 15% for these two periods respectively. 
A l l the experimental fragments were in a stressed condition immediately after being 
cut and they contracted intensely. Therefore, these abnormally smaller sizes of the 
fragments measured immediately after treatment (Day 0) were not used for 
calculation o f size change. The average sizes of the fragments in Dec 08，one to 15 
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days after Day 0，were used instead as the baseline to compare monthly % size 
change in these fragments (Figure 2,8). 
The patterns of change in the average sizes of Control, Large and Medium fragment 
groups grown in Tolo Harbour generally matched closely with those described for the 
control colonies in LGS, but the decrease in size occurred earlier and to a greater 
extent. The pattern of size change among the Control colonies in Tolo Harbour was 
most similar to that of the LGS colonies, with the largest size (52.7-52.8 cm^, +38 to 
+39%) reached in Jul 09 and Aug 09，followed by a dramatic drop afterwards. In Dec 
09 and Jan 10，their average size was even smaller than the original size measured in 
Dec 08 (-13% and -37% respectively). This was most likely an after-effect of 
bleaching that occurred in Sep 09，resulting in a decline in growth (i.e. negative size 
change). 
Similarly, the maximum average size reached by the Large fragment group was 
observed in Jun 09 at 25.9 cm^ (with 131% increase). The average size slowly 
dropped until Aug 09 and more dramatically in Sep 09. Again, it dropped to the 
smallest size of 10.8 cm^ (-46%) in Dec 09. The early size decrease may be a result 
o f comparatively poorer adaptability of larger fragments of the corals to the 
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conditions in Tolo Harbour than the Control colonies. 
The sudden drop in size in Sep 09 reflects their comparable susceptibility to 
bleaching as the Control group. For the Medium sized fragments, the decrease in size 
started in Apr 09 until Sep 09 when no healthy fragments were left for size 
measurement. Their drop in size was the greatest between Aug and Sep 09, again 
illustrating the serious effect of bleaching on these corals. 
The case of the Small fragment group was quite different from those of the others. 
Starting from Dec 08, a decreasing trend of size was observed until Sep 09. This 
negative growth clearly showed that the corals in this group were more susceptible to 
conditions in the ex situ environment than the other groups. 
Because of the possible lack of adaptability of the corals to transplantation in warmer 
seasons, their growth from Dec 08 to Apr 09 was compared (except the Small 
fragment group). A l l groups experienced negative size change (31%) in Jan 09 and 
Feb 09 except the Medium fragment group in Feb 09. In Apr 09，the growth of 
Control, Large and Medium fragment groups was 35%, 19% and 24% respectively. 
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The Medium sized fragments tended to obtain a higher growth rate than the Large 
sized fragments. 
2.4.4 Photosynthetic activity 
Fluctuation in effective quantum yields among the coral fragments could be observed 
throughout the experimental period (Figure 2.9), with the monthly increasing or 
decreasing trends being consistent in all treatment groups and Control in Tolo 
Harbour. No significant difference in the quantum yields between groups was 
detected in all months (ANOVA, p>0.05), except when bleaching occurred. These 
fluctuations were mainly attributable to the variation in the light intensity in different 
sampling days. Thus, no clear seasonal pattern of change could be observed (Figure 
2.9). Similar pattern of fluctuation in the effective quantum yield of the control 
colonies was also measured in LGS. 
Though the effective quantum yield was recorded to be fluctuating between different 
months, the lowest yield recorded was higher than 0.48. However, because of the 
bleaching event that occurred in Sep 09，all the treatment and Control colonies 
recorded a very low effective quantum yield between 0.25-0.41. An even lower yield 
below 0.18 was recorded in October, which was significantly different from those 
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measured in all the other months (ANOVA, p<0.05; Tukey Test, p<0.05). 
As reflected by the increase in the effective quantum yields of the corals to be above 
0.42-0.65 in Dec 09, which were statistically not significantly different (ANOVA, 
p>0.05; Tukey Test, p<0.05) from those lower readings recorded in the other months, 
all these coral fragments were likely to be recovering from bleaching. Many coral 
colonies also regained their coloration distinctively in Dec 09 and Jan 10, suggesting 
that these corals also regained their symbiotic zooxanthellae (Figure 2.10). 
2.4.5 Damage recovery 
Damage recovery of freshly cut fragments of different sizes was not observed in 
details at the beginning of the experiment conducted in Tolo Harbour. The cut 
wounds seemed to have healed within a day since no observable morphological 
changes were detected thereafter. However, in order to gain a better picture of the 
process of wound healing, a closer observation of the recovery of the cutting wounds 
of coral fragments was carried out separately in an outdoor water table with five 
replicates for each size group of fragments closely monitored hourly for 30 hours 
(Figures 2.11 and 2.12). 
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The process of wound healing was similar in all size groups. It was observed that the 
polypary of the fragmented colonies contracted extensively after being cut, resulting 
in the base being flipped up slightly (Figure 2.12A - H). The mesenteries at the cut 
sides, appeared as channels and holes, were compressed by the contraction such that 
these openings became narrower. These exposed mesenteries became shallower after 
about 4 hours (Figure 2.12D). 
Interestingly, in darkness (8pm-6am, Figure 2.121 - Figure 2.12J) when no light was 
present (Figure 2.13)，the shape of the fragments became flattened and completely 
encrusted on the substratum. The polypary expanded and covered all over the base 
with the wounds further compressed. In the following morning (after 7am, Figure 
2.12K - Figure 2.12T) after sunrise (Figure 2.13)，the polypary started to contract 
again, and the wounds appeared to be completely healed. W ound healing in L 
sarcophytoides was completed within a day. 
2.4.6 Reproductive biology 
At the time of sampling in May 2009 to assess the reproductive conditions of the 
coral fragments and Control colonies, only three colonies remained among the 
Medium fragment group. This group was therefore not sampled for this part of the 
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Study as the remaining colonies were used for continual growth measurement. 
Spermaries of the other fragment groups and Control were examined. The average 
(士SD) sizes of the spermaries in Control, Large and Small fragment groups were 
130.17土 16.83 |im, 124.58士23.45 jam and 78.66士21.86 j im respectively with the 
spermaries of the Small sized fragments being significantly smaller than those of the 
other two groups (ANOVA, p<0.05; Duncan Test; p<0.05). The average (±SD) 
spermary size of the in situ colonies in LGS collected in May 09 was 101.27±33.16 
|am, which was not significantly different from those of the experimental groups in 
Tolo Harbour (ANOVA, p<0.05; Duncan Test; p<0.05). 
2.5 Discussion 
2.5.1 Diurnal expansion and contraction of colonies 
Diurnal cycle of colony expansion and contraction was observed in the present 
experiment with contraction occurring during day time and expansion occurring at 
night. Though the cycle was not quantified during the experiment to observe coral 
recovery from cutting, morphological changes during day and night were clearly 
seen. Previous studies suggested that colony contraction of anthozoans is due to 
energy and nutrient conservation or balance as well as predator avoidance (Sebens & 
DeRiemer, 1977; Shick et al., 1979; Fabricius & Klumpp, 1995). 
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Under the experimental condition in the present study, the major dynamic factor that 
could affect the expansion and contraction of coral colonies was solar irradiation 
since other factors like water temperature and salinity remained more or less constant. 
Lobophytum sarcophytoides and most of the octocorals in Hong Kong naturally live 
in deeper water (>5m depth) where irradiation is strongly attenuated. Intensive 
irradiation in the shallow outdoor water table could be harmful to the octocorals and 
thus they remained contracted throughout the day as a stress response. 
Fabricius and Klumpp (1995) reported that soft corals were commonly found 
contracted during the day time. The observation in the present study suggests that 
high irradiation accounts for the contraction of the colony in shallow water region. 
On the other hand, photosynthetic capability is reduced simultaneously when the 
colony is contracted (Fabricius & Klumpp，1995). This may explain why L. 
sarcophytoides could not be found in shallow water in Hong Kong, though more 
investigation is essential to explain its zonal distribution in the wild. 
2.5.2 Size fluctuation of the colonies 
A large variation in the sizes of the coral colonies was observed during size 
measurement and this large variation was reflected in the large S.D. obtained (Figure 
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2.7). Temporal fluctuation in the sizes of L sarcophytoides was attributable to the 
contraction and expansion of the colonies, which may be triggered by different 
physical (e.g. strong irradiation), chemical (e.g. allelopathy) or biological (e.g. 
predation, competition) stresses. In spite of this, based on the averaged results within 
groups and over time, a general trend of increase in size could still be discerned 
among the coral colonies in LGS. Growth in Control colonies, Large and Medium 
sized fragments was also briefly observed in early part of the experiment though 
bleaching seriously affected their health in the later months. Since all these coral 
colonies were cultured in the same set-up, they would likely be exposed to the same 
environmental conditions and disturbances and thus the results between groups could 
still be compared. 
2.5.3 Possible factors for the high initial mortality of corals 
High mortality rate of the experimental colonies was recorded in the first month (Dec 
08-Jan 09) of the experiment and 47% (Control), 76% (Large)，90% (Medium) and 
82% (Small) of the colonies died within this period. However, all colonies tagged in 
LGS remained healthy throughout the whole experiment. Therefore, natural seasonal 
effect was unlikely to cause the high mortality of these colonies. It was highly 
possible that this high mortality was due to the experimental treatment itself. 
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possible that this high mortality was due to the experimental treatment itself. 
Lirman (2000)，working on hard coral Acropora palmata, also showed a high initial 
mortality rate in the first month of transplantation. This subsequently leveled-off in 
the following months. Relatively higher initial death rates were also recorded in a 
study on three Acropora spp.，though fragments continued to die after 1 month, albeit 
at a lower rate (Smith & Hughes, 1999). Thus, the high initial mortality of L 
sarcophytoides in the present experiment was comparable to those of the other 
experiments and was likely related to the problem of adaptation of L sarcophytoides 
to the new culture condition in Tolo Harbour at the beginning of the experiment. No 
correlation was shown between the sizes of the coral fragments and their 
survivorship rate. The same case was also reported in other previous studies (Lewis, 
1991; Bruno, 1998; Lirman, 2000). Though without clear correlation, the importance 
of size on long term survivorship of a colony should not be underestimated. Its effect 
may be on the removal rate since smaller fragments are more easily lost by 
detachment due to waves or currents (Lirman, 2000). 
2.5.4 Causes of bleaching and the harmful effects 
Strikingly low effective quantum yield was recorded during the bleaching period, 
similar to that reported by Okamoto et al (2005) on 68 species of hard corals. Thus, 
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Environmental changes like increase in temperature, change in nutrient level, and 
increase in levels of irradiance can cause the breakdown of symbiotic relationship 
between the corals and their symbionts. This is reflected as coral bleaching (Lewis & 
Coffroth, 2004). Prolonged bleaching can seriously affect the health of corals and 
sometimes could result in their mortality since corals partly depend on 
photosynthesis for their nutrition. 
Not only on the whole adult colony of corals, laboratory study also revealed that 
zooxanthellate primary polyps of the soft coral Heteroxenia fuscescens have higher 
survivorship than the azooxanthellate ones (Yacobovitch et al., 2003). Thus, there 
could be a strong dependence of zooxanthellate soft corals on their symbionts. It was 
therefore reasonable to note in the present study that death rate of corals increased 
following the mass bleaching event in Sep 09. 
From the rainfall data of Hong Kong Observatory, it was also noted that the heaviest 
rainfall within the experimental period occurred on 15 Sep 2009 (190 mm/day), just 
three days before bleaching was first detected. Mass bleaching of octocorals could 
occur during sudden environmental change like heavy rainfall, which might alter the 
nutrient level as well as light intensity of the surrounding waters and cause bleaching 
(Lasker, 2003). The sudden drop in salinity might also trigger mass bleaching. 
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When freshwater is mixed with seawater, a salinity gradient is established that 
increases with depth. Thus, salinity of the bottom water would be less affected by 
outfall from the river. This could be the case in Tolo Harbour where the deeper water 
would be less affected by the freshwater outfall from Shing Mun River nearby. 
It was found that the salinity at the sea bottom of the nearest water quality 
monitoring station (TM4) of the Hong Kong Environmental Protection Department 
(EPD) could be as low as 28.3-29.5%o during the rainy seasons in the past 10 years. 
The synergistic effect of low salinity together with high temperature in early Sep 09 
was probably the cause of bleaching that led to the eventual death of some corals. 
Coles & Jokiel (1978) found that short-term exposure of hard coral Montipora 
verrucosa to reduced salinity could affect their tolerance to elevated temperature. 
This finding matches well with the results of the present study on soft corals. 
I f the octocorals survived bleaching, they may acquire the symbionts again either 
through multiplication of the Symbiodinium symbionts remaining in the host or from 
exogeneous sources. In this present study, the bleached corals were found to recover 
in Dec 09. But because there were some healthy colonies newly attached to the set up 
(for other experiments) after bleaching of the experimental colonies, the source 
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(internal or external) of newly acquired symbionts in these bleached colonies could 
not be deduced directly. 
2.5.5 Energy allocation between reproduction and growth 
In the present study, all size groups of corals were found to have spermaries at the 
time of examination on 7 May 2009’ before the predicted spawning time of this 
species of soft corals in LGS. Significantly smaller spermaries were obtained in the 
Small fragment group than in the Large and Control groups. This suggests that the 
larger colonies were able to allocate more energy to reproduction, while the smaller 
ones focused more on growth or maintenance (Richmond, 1987; Ward, 1995). 
Though fecundity of these coral fragments was not examined in detail in the present 
study, fewer spermaries on average were observed in the Small sized fragments than 
in the other groups. Similar results were also shown by Okubo (2007) for Acropora 
formosa with large fragments having significantly higher fecundity than the medium 
and small fragments. Besides, the present study also showed that the small sized 
fragments had lower survival rate, suggesting that there was a trade-off between 
reproduction and survival or growth of the corals. 
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2.5.6 Quick healing of cut fragments and its ecological implication 
The cut fragments of I . sarcophytoides were found to heal completely within a day's 
time, regardless of the fragment sizes. In hard corals, wound healing occurred by 
recolonization of live tissue from around the lesions (Oren et a l , 2001). Unlike the 
hard corals which possess massive skeletons beneath the living tissue, the whole 
colony is a living tissue in soft corals like Lobophytum. Thus, the whole damaged 
part of the soft coral can participate in the wound healing process. In this sense, soft 
corals probably have advantage over hard corals in their rate of recovery after being 
pruned into fragments. 
Besides, Lobophytum polyps only grow on the polypary but not on the side of the 
stalk. Thus, during the healing process as observed in the present experiment, they do 
not need to recolonize the damage parts with new polyps, but simply need to 
regenerate the stalk surface. Thus, the energy input in the healing process should be 
relatively less, compared to that in hard corals, and allows a quicker recovery. 
This fast healing response of the corals has significant ecological implications. This 
indicates that they could prevent the lesion surface from being fouled (Oren et al., 
2001). The intact surface tissue of the coral acts as the first barrier against pathogens 
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(Meszaros & Bigger，1999) and thus, the quick recovery process is particularly 
important for the health of freshly cut coral fragments. This quick healing 
characteristic of L. sarcophytoides indicates its advantage for use in a coral nursery, 
since this can reduce the chance of infection or weakening of the fragments at the 
damaged edges and can thus contribute to an increase in their survivorship. 
2.5.7 Choice of suitable fragment size for nursery use 
The Control group was least affected by the treatment in Tolo Harbour with the 
highest survivorship obtained. Its average growth rate exceeded that of the control 
colonies in the donor site, LGS. This suggests that the experimental condition in Tolo 
Harbour with high nutrient content was more favorable for their growth. This result 
also supported the suggestion by Shafir (2006) that a shallow, nutrient-enriched site 
could yield faster growth rate for corals. 
Among the three treatment groups, relatively higher growth rate was recorded in 
Medium sized fragments before their health condition deteriorated. However, their 
initial mortality was also high. This may be a result of differences in the energy 
allocation pattern in fragments of different sizes. Larger fragments / colonies may 
invest more on reproduction, while the smaller ones invest more on growth 
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(Richmond, 1987; Ward, 1995). Thus, in the present study, although the Large sized 
fragments had the highest survival rate, they had a slower growth rate than the 
Medium sized fragments. Corals have been widely reported to show a size-dependent 
growth rate in which smaller colonies usually grew faster than the larger ones 
(McFadden, 1991; Bastidas et a l , 2004; Okubo et a l , 2007). Therefore, i f the initial 
mortality of the fragments can be improved, the medium sized fragments may be the 
better choice for nursery use. This observation needs to be further confirmed by 
improved experimental conditions. 
In Small fragment group, the fragments showed size reduction and were not capable 
of surviving well throughout the entire experiment. This indicated that this small size 
(4 cm2) was not suitable for nursery use under the present experimental condition. 
This might be that, at their small size, they were more prone to smothering by other 
organisms (Soong & Chen, 2003). 
2.5.8 Suitable season for conducting the experiment 
The serious effect of heat shock on the corals was clearly illustrated in the 
comparison of the acclimation results in Dec 08 and Aug 09. Complete mortality of 
the colonies was recorded in Aug 09 before any further treatments were done. These 
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colonies lived below the thermocline in their natural habitat, which was several °C 
cooler than the upper part of the water column. Therefore, regulation of the 
temperature in the water table to be similar to that in the in situ condition during 
acclimation should be done to allow better survivorship of the corals. 
However, since the experimental site in Tolo Harbour was in shallower water without 
thermocline formation, it also experienced a higher temperature than that in the 
natural habitat of L sarcophytoides. I f the corals were acclimated at a lower 
temperature and then transplanted into the warmer shallow water in Tolo Harbour, 
these transplanted colonies would still suffer from heat shock, unless the temperature 
change was mild (< 2°C, see Chapter 3). To minimize these temperature acclimation 
problems, it would be better to initiate transplantation in cooler seasons when there is 
no thermocline formation in both the donor and recipient sites. 
2.6 Summary 
In the present study, different eco-physiological performances of the soft coral 
Lobophytum sarcophytoides grown under in situ and ex situ conditions and in 
different fragment sizes were assessed and compared. Though initial mortality rate 
was high, it was found that Medium sized fragments (4 cm^) seemed to have the 
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highest growth rate among the different fragment groups, which possibly makes it a 
more suitable and cost-effective size for culture in order to obtain the largest amount 
of coral materials for use in coral restoration. 
Different challenges were tackled in this study. Initial mortality was the biggest 
concern since over half of the samples died in Tolo Harbour, the experimental 
nursery site, in the first month of the experiment. High mortality was obviously not a 
favorable outcome in a nursery, and should be improved with better acclimation 
strategies so as to maintain the survivorship of the fragments. 
Besides, bleaching was an unexpected event in this experiment, since preliminary 
study in Aug 2007 showed that L. sarcophytoides could survive well throughout the 
wet season. Because of the bleaching event in Sep 2009，the time series 
measurements on size and photosynthetic activity were affected by mortality of the 
samples following bleaching. As change in salinity due to freshwater inflow could be 
the triggering factor for bleaching, a site further away from river mouth should be 




Overall, results from this study could serve to provide a scientific basis for the 
development of a nursery for soft coral rehabilitation program in the future. This was 
one of the pioneering researches on this in Hong Kong and it is hoped that this type 




Table 2.1 The water quality of around Tung Ping Chau (MM5) and Tolo Harbour 
(TM2). MM5 and TM2 are the water quality monitoring stations in Mirs 
Bay and Tolo Harbour and Channel respectively, which are closest to the 
study sites. Thus, they are used to represent the water quality in the 2 sites. 
These water quality data represents the nutrient levels in the sites. (Sources 
of data: EPD 2007, 2008 & 2009) 
2008 2007 2006 
MM5 TM2 MM5 TM2 MM5 TM2 
Suspended Solids 
2.9 2.4 2.7 2.2 2.7 2.5 
(mg/L) 
Total Kjeldahl 
0.18 0.3 0.14 0.25 0.13 0.28 
Nitrogen (mg/L) 
Total Phosphorus 
0.02 0.03 0.02 0.03 0.02 0.03 
(mg/L) 
Chlorophyll-a 
2.5 8.3 3.1 7.8 2.3 8.4 

























































































Figure 2.2 The sites where experiments were carried out in this study. (A). Lan Guo 
Shui, Tung Ping Chau (Source of Photo: AFCD, HKSAR). (B). Tolo 
Harbour, outside the Simon F.S. Li Marine Science Laboratory. 
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Figure 2.3 Classification of health condition of L sarcophytoides', (A). Healthy; (B). 
Partial Mortality; (C). Complete Mortality; (D). Recovered. 
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Figure 2.4 (A). The underwater Pulse Amplitude Modulated Fluorometer (Diving 
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Figure 2.5 Percentage of healthy colonies in each size group of Lobophytum 
sarcophytoides. A l l groups had high initial mortality in the first month. 
Mortality leveled off in subsequent months. Bleaching event in Sep 09 
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Figure 2.6 (Cont'd) Health conditions of the different size groups of L. 
sarcophytoides grown in Tolo Harbour over time, from the start of the 
experiment (A). (Day 0) on 15 Dec 2008 to (N). on Jan 2010. (Legend: 
• = Healthy, 0 = Partial Mortality, • = Complete mortality, • = 
Recovered. See text for more detailed description of criteria used to 
designate these health conditions.) 
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Figure 2.6 Cont'd) Health conditions of the different size groups of L. 
sarcophytoides grown in Tolo Harbour over time, from the start of the 
experiment (A). (Day 0) on 15 Dec 2008 to (N). on Jan 2010. (Legend: 
• = Healthy, 0 = Partial Mortality, • = Complete mortality, • = 
Recovered. See text for more detailed description of criteria used to 
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Figure 2.7 Mean (士SD) size change in different fra gment and control groups of 
Lobophytum sarcophytoides grown in both Tolo Harbour and Lan Guo 
Shui (LGS) (n=20). Control, Large & Medium fragment groups of soft 
coral showed an initial increase that was followed by subsequent decrease 
in size due to health deterioration, while sizes of the Small fragments 
consistently decreased in size throughout the study period (Day 0 = 1 5 
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Figure 2.8 Percentage change in the size of different groups of fragments of 
Lobophytum sarcophytoides grown in Tolo Harbour and Lan Guo Shui 
(LGS). Medium sized fragments had the highest growth rates among the 
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Figure 2.9 Mean (士 S.D.) effective quantum yield of different fragment groups of 
Lobophytum sarcophytoides grown in Tolo Harbour and Lan Guo Shui 
(LGS) (n=20). Fluctuation in the yield occurred throughout the 
experimental period, and a drastic decrease was recorded in Sep 09 due to 




Figure 2.10 Morphological appearance of Lobophytum sarcophytoides under 
different states: (A) Expanded; (B) Contracted; (C) Bleached; & (D) 
Recovering from bleaching. 
Figure 2.11 Example of a set of Large (16 cm^) (left), Medium (9 cm〗) (center) and 
Small (4 cm2) (right) sized fragments of Lobophytum sarcophytoides 
used in the experiment. 
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Figure 2.12 Time series of photos showing the recovery of the same coral fragment 




Figure 2.12 (cont'd) Time series of photos showing the recovery of the same coral 
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Figure 2.13 Light intensity recorded from the start (11am) to the end (5pm) of lesion 
recovery observation carried out on 20 Feb 2009. 
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Chapter 3 Effects of Temperature on the Health Condition and 
Photosynthetic Activity of the Soft Coral Lobophytum 
sarcophytoides 
3.1 Introduction 
When talking about the temperature effect on corals, people usually think of global 
warming since it is currently the hottest topic around the world. Global wanning is 
indeed one of the major threats that corals are now facing. Corals are commonly 
regarded as stenothermic organisms without a large range of temperature tolerance 
(Mayers, 1914). Besides, their range of temperature tolerance varies geographically. 
For instance, it was shown that the upper thermal limit of Hawaiian hard corals was 
2°C lower than the same species found in the tropical Pacific region (Coles et al., 
1976). This clearly suggests that tolerance is largely affected by the ambient 
temperature the corals are exposed to in different places. 
Elevated temperature was reported to be harmful to coral survivorship (Al-Horani, 
2005; Rodolfo-Metalpa et al., 2008). For instance, bleaching is one of the major 
effects of temperature change and causes the reduction of food supply to the corals. It 
is lethal i f it lasts for a prolonged period. Mass mortality of corals was reported 
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following bleaching (Paulay & Benayahu, 1999; Harvell et al., 2001). Since corals 
are the basic components of the reef systems, death of corals wi l l result in serious 
impact on the ecosystem as well as its fisheries (Graham et al., 2007). 
Hong Kong has a marginal environment for coral growth since corals are more 
adapted to warmer waters (25-29。C; Clausen & Ruth，1975; Jokiel & Coles，1977). 
The winter seawater temperature in Hong Kong can be as low as 14-16°C which is 
not optimal for coral growth. However, Hong Kong, including southern China where 
it is located, is one of the few places in the world where realistic expansion of the 
distribution range of corals may actually occur i f the current global warming trend 
continues (Buddemeier et al., 2004). While suitable conditions for corals survival 
wi l l not solely be dependent on temperature, an understanding of temperature effects 
on coral growth and survival wi l l provide the baseline information needed to 
understand more complicated situations affecting corals. It is therefore a first step 
towards the conservation of Hong Kong corals. 
Besides global warming, different industries also discharge water with elevated 
temperature into the marine environment. This also poses potential harmful effect to 
the reef communities. For example, the nuclear power plant in southern Taiwan 
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pumps in seawater for cooling and discharges the heat effluent to the surrounding 
areas with high coral abundance (Yang et al., 1980). Some shallow water 
communities were reported to be bleached or killed by the heat effluents from the 
power plants (Fan, 1992; Hung et a l , 1998). Coral reefs worldwide are thus facing 
temperature stress from both natural and anthropogenic sources. 
Studies had been done to examine the susceptibility of corals to higher or lower 
temperature changes. In Sanya, southern China, Zhu (2004) found that symbiotic 
algae began to be expelled by the corals at 32°C, which causes bleaching of the coral 
Alveopora verrilliana later on. Hawaiian corals also suffered mortality when exposed 
to 32°C within a few days, whereas 18°C was even more deleterious to these corals 
(Jokiel & Coles, 1977). A recent study in Hong Kong revealed the effects of 
temperature on the growth and reproduction of the hard coral Acropora tumida (Hui, 
2010). Higher growth rate was obtained at 18°C and 22°C than at 26°C and 30°C, 
while 22。C was the optimum ex situ temperature for gonad development when 
comparing with the in situ conditions. A l l corals died when grown under 30°C for 
two months, which is probably the upper lethal l imit of temperature tolerance of 
most Hong Kong corals. 
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Soft corals are important components of coral reefs (Maida et al, 2001; Syms & 
Jones, 2001; Benayahu et al, 2004). Yet, unlike hard corals, physiological responses 
of soft corals to temperature change have hardly been investigated and are not well 
understood. This aspect of the study is important i f the questions regarding their fate 
in the face of global warming are to be addressed. Furthermore, optimum 
temperature that may be used to grow soft corals in nursery would also need to be 
addressed as part of the strategies in coral reef restoration. 
In Hong Kong, soft corals mostly grow in deeper water (> 4 m below the chart datum) 
(Lee, 2007) below the thermocline (personal observation). Thus, even in a hot 
summer, they enjoy a relatively colder temperature environment than the hard corals 
which are found mostly in shallow water. Because of the difference in the 
environmental condition of their habitats, it is possible that octocorals and hard 
corals would respond differently to temperature changes and would have different 
ranges of temperature tolerance. Thus, it is important to investigate this aspect of soft 
coral physiological ecology in Hong Kong in order to supplement this information 
gap. Therefore, in this chapter, the objective is to investigate the effect of 





3.2.1 Sample Collection 
Colonies of Lobophytum sarcophytoides (with longest diameter of around 8-10cm 
each when expanded) were collected from Lan Guo Shui (LGS) of Tung Ping Chau 
(N22.538, E l 14.441，refer to Figure 2.1 & 2.2A for the location). This site is 
characterized with abundant growth of Lobophytum colonies at around 7-10 m below 
C.D of water depth. This depth is below the thermocline during summer and the 
water temperature could be as low as 22°C when the sea surface temperature is 30°C 
(personal observation). 
Three sets of sample collection were conducted on 27 Aug 2009, 18 Sep 2009 and 2 
Feb 2010. In these collections, 30, 75 and 75 complete colonies were collected 
respectively and transported to the Simon F. S. L i Marine Science Laboratory (MSL) 
for use in different temperature experiments detailed below. 
3.2.2 Experimental Set-up of Aquaria for Growing Corals 
Fifteen 25L glass aquaria were set up at MSL in which every three randomly-chosen 
ones were connected to one reservoir. Four of the five reservoirs were installed with 
separate chillers and heaters to maintain different temperatures (±1°C) while the 
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remaining one was without any temperature regulation (i.e. ambient temperature was 
maintained). A l l the aquaria were exposed to ambient sunlight without artificial 
lighting. Seawater in the reservoirs was pumped from Tolo Harbour for direct use 
and circulated among the system. Three sets of experiment were carried out on 
Aug-Sep 2009 (Temperature Experiment I)，Sep-Feb 2009 (Temperature Experiment 
II) and Feb-Mar 2010 (Temperature Experiment III) all using this same experimental 
set-up. 
3.2.2.1 Temperature Experiment I 
This experiment examined the effect of temperatures below or above the in situ 
temperature on the survivorship of the soft coral L sarcophytoides. The 30 colonies 
of soft corals (with longest diameter 〜6-8 cm) collected from LGS in Aug 2009 {in 
situ temperature 24°C) were grown in the experimental set-up described above. A l l 
colonies were more or less of the same size. One aquarium for each of the four 
temperature treatments (18°C, 22°C, 26°C, 30°C) and one control (Ambient) were 
set up with each aquarium containing five colonies of this soft coral. 
3.2.2.2 Temperature Experiment II 
This experiment was designed based on the results of Experiment I. This experiment 
examined the effect of gradual change in temperature on the survivorship of the soft 
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corals and tested the hypothesis that corals would survive better i f exposed to a 
gradual change in temperature, in contrast to a sudden change, that is different 
(mainly higher) from that of the in situ temperature that they are normally exposed to. 
This gradual change would simulate better what the corals would actually experience 
in the natural condition during change of seasons. This experiment was divided into 
two parts: Experiments I IA and IIB. In Experiment I IA, the 75 colonies of L 
sarcophytoides (with longest diameter 〜6-8 cm) collected in Sep 2009 {in situ 
temperature 28°C) were acclimatized in 28°C aquaria for one week before being 
transferred to aquaria with different temperatures on 25 Sep 2009. Again, three 
aquaria for each of the four temperature treatments (24°C, 26°C, 28°C，30°C) and one 
control (Ambient) were set up with each aquarium containing five colonies of this 
soft coral. 
In Experiment IIB, colonies grown under different temperatures in Experiment I IA 
were moved on 24 Dec 2010 in the following manners: five colonies were randomly 
chosen from the 24°C treatments and were moved to each of the 24°C，28°C and 30°C 
treatments. Movement of colonies from one to another aquaria with the same 
temperature served as the movement control. Similarly, five colonies were randomly 
chosen from the 26°C treatments, then moved to each of the 26°C, 28°C and 30。C 
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treatments. Five random colonies were also moved from the 28。C treatment to the 
28°C and 30°C treatments. The effect of graduate change in temperature on the corals 
is thus simulated and the adaptation of corals to these changes assessed. 
3.2.2.3 Temperature Experiment III 
Seasonal effect of temperature adaptation of the soft corals was examined in this 
Experiment III. The design was similar to that of Experiment I IA except that the 
experiment was carried out in winter, so the temperature range used in the 
experiment was lower, to be closer to that of the in situ temperature (18°C ) in winter. 
The 75 colonies of L sarcophytoides collected (with longest diameter 〜6-8 cm) were 
initially acclimatized in two 18°C aquaria for one week. On 9 Feb 2010, the samples 
were transferred to aquaria with 14°C, 16°C, 18°C, 2 0 ^ and ambient temperatures 
(three aquaria for each temperature regime and five samples in each aquarium). 
3.2.3 Health Condition 
In all experiments, mortality of the coral colonies was used as an end point so the 
health condition of the colonies was checked regularly from the start of the 
experiment. When Lobophytum colonies were stressed, mortality of the polyps or the 
whole colony would occur. The surface tissue that became pale purple in color would 
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slough off, showing the white tissue underneath that would soon decay. This 
condition could start from part of the colony and spread to the whole, leading 
eventually to the death of the whole colony. Hence, the health status of the colonies 
could be classified into four categories: 'Healthy' refers to the condition of the coral 
colony showing no sign of any surface tissue sloughing off; 'Partial mortality' refers 
to colonies with part of the coral surface tissue losing color and sloughing off; and 
when all the coral surface tissue is sloughed off, the colony is identified as dead or 
'Mortality'. In several occasions, colonies showing partial mortality would recover 
and stopped showing sign of tissue sloughing off. These colonies were then classified 
as "Recovered". 
The health condition of each coral colony changed very rapidly at the start of the 
experiment so health condition of each colony was checked at least 2 to 3 times each 
week until the condition became steady. More frequent recording of the health 
condition was made again when the health condition of certain groups has changed. 
3.2.4 Photosynthetic Activity 
The effective quantum yield of the coral colonies were measured using diving PAM 
(Pulse Amplitude Modulation Fluorometer) (Walz 2000, Effeltrich, Germany). 
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Effective quantum yield measures the efficiency of energy conversion in 
Photosystem I I of the zooxanthellae in corals and thus is a good indicator of the 
health condition of the corals. 
Three PAM measurements were made on the same colony and then averaged to 
represent the effective quantum yield of the colony at each time. For consistency, 
measurements were made usually at noon time. Measurements were made each time 
the health condition of the coral colony was checked. Measurement results on 
different colonies were first tested statistically with One-way ANOVA to confirm the 
validity of pooling the data of the same temperature treatment together. Comparisons 
between different temperature treatments were then made using One-way ANOVA. 
Duncan test was applied as the post-hoc test to see i f significant grouping of results 
could be detected. 
3.2.5 Statistical analysis 
One-way ANOVA was performed to evaluate the differences in the photosynthetic 
quantum yield between different temperature treatments as measured in each 
temperature test. I f the difference was significant (p<0.05), post-hoc test (Duncan 
test) was performed to identify the difference between groups. A l l statistical analyses 
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were carried out using SPSS 15.0 (Apache Software Foundation, USA). 
3.3 Results 
3.3.1 Temperature Experiment I 
3.3.1.1 Health Condition 
There was a big difference in the responses of Lobophytum sarcophytoides colonies 
grown under different temperatures (Figure 3.1). Those grown under 18°C gradually 
deteriorated. Partial mortality of the samples was observed shortly after 5 days. On 
Day 18，40% of them died, and the health condition of the remaining colonies 
became steady without much change thereafter. At the end of the experiment (Day 
28), 40% of the original samples remained healthy (Figure 3.1 A) 
Similar trend was observed in those colonies grown under the 22°C treatment 
although the rate of deterioration was slower. Partial mortality of the colonies started 
to be detected on Day 7. Whole colony mortality was recorded only after Day 25 
(20%), and finally 40% died on Day 27 (Figure 3. IB). Similarly, 40% of the samples 
remained healthy throughout the whole course of the experiment. 
A l l colonies of L sarcophytoides survived under the 26°C treatment though partial 
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mortality was observed in 40% of them since Day 4 (Figure 3.1C). However, the 
lesions were small in scale and the injured parts quickly recovered after a few days 
without further deterioration and spread to the whole colonies. This condition did not 
change further until Day 28 when the experiment ended. 
Severe mortality was recorded in those coral colonies grown under the 30°C 
treatment (Figure 3.ID). Colonies started to die on Day 3. The damaged areas slowly 
spread and none of the colonies showed any signs of recovery until all of them died 
on Day 15. 
The worst case was observed in colonies grown under the ambient temperature 
condition (i.e. without temperature regulation). Under this condition, the highest 
day-time temperature reached 32.7°C on Day 1. A l l colonies were observed to be 
retracted, and with significantly more mucus secretion than in those colonies under 
the other treatments. A l l of them died on Day 3 (Figure 3. IE). 
3.3.1.2 Photosynthetic Activity 
The effective quantum yield of colonies grown under each of the different 
temperature treatments remained statistically not significantly different throughout 
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the experiment (ANOVA, p>0.05) (Figure 3.2). However, differences between 
colonies grown under different treatments started to be observed on Day 3 (Figure 
3.2). Significantly lower effective quantum yield (ANOVA, p<0.05) was recorded in 
those colonies grown under 18。C on Day 5 (mean (土SD) yield = 0.61 士0 . 0 3 ; Duncan 
Test, p<0.05) and Day 15 (mean yield = 0.47士0.14; Duncan Test, p<0.05). Though 
the effective quantum yields of the rest of the other colonies grown under different 
temperature treatments did not differ statistically (ANOVA, p>0.05), those under the 
26°C treatment were generally higher, followed by those under 22�Those under 
30°C continued to rank third until all of them died on Day 15 and those under 18°C 
consistently exhibited the lowest yield throughout the study. Since all colonies under 
ambient temperature died on Day 3, no data on their effective yield were obtained. 
Fluctuation in effective quantum yield was observed in all colonies under different 
temperature treatments with the highest mean (土S D ) yield of 0.71 土0 . 0 4 recorded in 
26°C samples on Day 19 and the lowest at 0.41 士0.17 in 18°C samples on Day 18. 
3.3.2 Temperature Experiment IIA 
3.3.2.1 Health Condition 
Since the higher temperature margin (30°C) was found to be detrimental to L. 
sarcophytoides in Temperature Experiment I，this experiment was conducted in order 
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to refine the higher temperature tolerance range of the corals. Most colonies under 
the 24。C and 26。C temperature treatments remained expanded all day long, indicating 
that they were in healthy condition. A l l colonies survived well without any mortality 
recorded over the whole experimental period from 25 Sep 2009 to 23 Dec 2009 
(Figure 3.4A&B). 
In the first three weeks of the experiment, L sarcophytoides colonies under the 28°C 
treatment also performed well and were not any different from those under 24°C and 
26。C in their morphological appearances. Starting from Day 21，however, the 
colonies remained retracted most of the time (Figure 3.3A) and 27% of them died 
while 13% showed partial mortality in the subsequent two weeks (Figure 3.4C). 
Thereafter, the injured colonies recovered and all healthy colonies including the 
recovered ones stayed expanded again (Figure 3.3B). 
Similar to that observed in Temperature Experiment I, Lobophytum colonies could 
not survive well under 30°C in the present experiment though the damaging effect 
was delayed. The colonies became very tightly retracted only after Day 17, much 




Colonies exposed to the ambient temperature survived better in this experiment than 
in Experiment I. Only 13% of the samples experienced partial mortality starting from 
Day 2，with 60% remaining healthy, 33% partially dead and only 6.7% completely 
dead at the end of the experiment on Day 91 (Figure 3.4E). 
3.3.2.2 Photosynthetic Activity 
In general, coral colonies under different temperature treatments exhibited similar 
pattern of effective quantum yield over time (Figure 3.5). Lower yield was recorded 
in colonies grown under 28°C and 30°C，compared to those under 24°C and 26。C. 
The mean (土SD) effective quantum yield (0.60土0.05) of the colonies under 28°C was 
significantly lower than those of the others on Day 17 (Duncan Test, p<0.05), while 
those under 28°C (0.59士0.07) and 30°C (0.59±0.04) were significantly lower (Duncan 
Test, p<0.05) than the others on Day 21. This result was similar to that of Experiment 
I (Figure 3.2) showing lower yields in colonies under the higher temperature 
treatments. 
It was interesting to observe that the photosynthetic activity of colonies grown under 
ambient temperature was very variable over time. During most of the time of the 
experiment, the effective quantum yield of these colonies was close to those recorded 
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for colonies grown under 24。C and 26°C. On Day 91，however, the yield (0.58士0.05) 
suddenly decreased to become significantly lower than that of all the other groups 
(Duncan Test, p<0.05). During this same period, the ambient temperature of the 
seawater also dropped to 19.9°C (Figure 3.6) compared to above 26°C in earlier 
period. This drop in photosynthetic activity appeared to be consistent with a drop in 
the ambient temperature pattern of the seawater. 
3.3.3 Temperature Experiment IIB 
3.3.3.1 Health Condition 
Surviving colonies in Temperature Experiment I IA were moved from lower 
temperature to higher temperature treatments to simulate a gradual exposure to 
higher temperature by these corals. Most samples in the different transplantation 
treatments survived and remained healthy during the whole course of the experiment 
(Figures 3.7, 3.8，3.9). Some exceptions are as follows: Ten days after the 
transplantation, severe mortality in five colonies was observed in the 30°C treatment, 
in which three originated from the 24°C treatment (Figure 3.7C) and two from the 
26°C treatment (Figure 3.8C). Other than this, one colony in the 26°C treatment was 
observed to show slight partial mortality as well (Figure 3.8A). This colony 




3.3.3.2 Photosynthetic Activity 
Although samples originated from the 26°C and 28°C treatments and transplanted to 
the 30。C treatment survived, their effective quantum yield was generally reduced to a 
lower level when compared to those transplanted to other lower temperature 
treatments (Figures 3.11B&C). These differences in yield, however, were not 
statistically significant (ANOVA, p>0.05). This drop in the effective quantum yield 
was not clearly observed in those colonies transplanted from the 24°C to 30°C 
treatments (Figure 3.11A). 
3.3.4 Temperature Experiment III 
3.3.4.1 Health Condition 
In this set of the experiment, a lower temperature range from 14°C to 20°C was tested. 
No mortality occurred in any of the colonies in all the temperature treatments (14°C， 
16°C, 18°C & 20。C) throughout the experiment (Figure 3.12). Lobophytum 
sarcophytoides appears to be more adapted to lower temperature. Under the 14°C 
treatment, however，all the samples remained tightly contracted throughout the whole 
experimental period. Bleaching occurred in all these colonies and none of them 
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recovered. Algal growth was also observed on the colony surface (Figure 3.12). 
These indicated that the samples in 14°C treatment did not do well under this low 
temperature. 
Among the colonies under the ambient temperature, partial mortality started to 
appear on Day 17. In the end, only 27% of the colonies survived without any injuries, 
while 13% died ultimately (Figure 3.12E). During the experiment period, the 
ambient temperature fluctuated greatly that ranged from 10.5°C to 26.7°C. 
3.3.4.2 Photosynthetic Activity 
Except for those colonies under the 14。C treatment, the effective quantum yield of 
most other colonies of Lobophytum sarcophytoides followed a similar trend over 
time throughout the course of the experiment (Figure 3.13). Between colonies under 
different temperature treatments, their yield tended to decrease as temperature 
decreased within the test range (14°C-20°C). Yield of those colonies under the 20°C 
treatment, the highest in this set of experiment, was always higher than those under 
the other temperature treatments. This difference was statistically significant on Day 
29 (mean (士SD) yield = 0.69土0.05; Duncan Test, p<0.05) and Day 42 (mean yield = 
0.76士0.03; Duncan Test, p<0.05). Colonies under the 14。C treatment, the lowest in 
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this set of experiment, consistently exhibited the lowest yield and these differences 
were statistically significant (Duncan Test, p<0.05) except for those recorded within 
the first 10 days of the experiment. The ambient temperature dropped down to <11°C 
on Day 8 and Day 10 and the effective quantum yield of colonies in the Ambient 
treatment also dropped to a level below that of colonies under the 14。C treatment 
(Figure 3.13). 
3.4 Discussion 
The sensitivity of the soft coral Lobophytum sarcophytoides to changes in the 
seawater temperature took different forms, as revealed in this present study. Different 
aspects of this sensitivity can be examined in more details. 
3.4.1 The Effect of Acclimation 
In this study, treatments with and without acclimation in the ex situ condition were 
implemented in different experiments. The importance of acclimation on the 
survivorship pattern of Lobophytum colonies could be seen when the results of 26。C 
and 30°C treatments in Experiment I and Experiment I IA are compared (Figure 
3.1C&D vs Figure 3.4B&D). 
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Al l colonies survived very well for three months under 26°C after a one week 
acclimation in Experiment I IA (Figure 3.4B) while some partial mortality was 
recorded on the first few days in colonies grown under the same temperature but 
without acclimation in Experiment I (Figure 3.1C). Furthermore, mortality of the 
coral colonies with one week acclimation occurred only after 42 days of ex situ 
culture in 30。C in Experiment I IA (Figure 3.4B)，but all colonies that were not 
acclimated died on Day 15 under the same temperature in Experiment I (Figure 
3.ID). 
Although the conditions in these two experiments are not exactly comparable, given 
that the in situ temperature during sample collection was different (24°C for 
Experiment I and 28°C for Experiment IIA), this observation on the importance of 
acclimation could further be confirmed with the results of Experiment IIB. When 
colonies were transplanted from 24°C to 30。C and 28。C to 30。C (Figures 3.7C & 
3.9B), no complete mortality of the colonies, except for some small lesions, were 
recorded in the former treatment in the 42 experimental days, while all colonies in 
the latter treatment remained healthy throughout the duration of the study (47 days). 
Exposure to gradual change in temperature, as revealed in Experiment IIB, appears 
to allow the corals to adapt slowly and better to higher temperature. 
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Removal of the coral colonies from their source in LGS in itself must have imposed 
some stresses on the corals. Exposure to sudden temperature or water quality changes 
during transplantation could pose additional environmental stresses on them (Yap et 
al., 1992). The higher the temperature difference between the experimental and the in 
situ conditions, the greater the stresses would be. To the extent that such difference in 
temperature could be too much for most coral colonies to bear, leading to a large 
scale mortality in Experiment I in colonies grown under 28 to 30°C. The major 
advantage of acclimation in this case, as exhibited in Experiment I IA with the corals 
cultured in acclimation aquaria for one week with the same temperature as that in the 
field, was allowing the colonies to adjust to the change in the water condition (i.e. 
water quality change, i f any) without being subjected to temperature stress. Therefore, 
the health conditions of the experimental samples could be greatly improved with 
this pre-experimental treatment. The same could be applied to exposure to lower 
temperature, as shown in the results of Experiment III，wherein better survivorship 
was recorded in corals exposed to 16-20°C (Figures 3.12B-D) with prior acclimation, 
compared to those exposed to 18°C and 22�C treatments in Experiment I (Figures 
3.1A&B) that were not pre-acclimated. 
Acclimation has also been shown to affect the adaptation of hard corals to 
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temperature stress. A 48-hour acclimation at a high temperature of STC allowed the 
coral Acropora aspera to adapt better to an extreme temperature of 34 °C 
(Middlebrook et al., 2008). Thus, hard corals or soft corals could potentially survive 
the rising seawater temperature in the future in a global warming scenario, i f the 
increasing rate is not too fast (Coles & Brown, 2003). 
This present study is obviously in a different time scale from that of the climate 
change scenario. Nevertheless, the results of these experiments could still provide 
some insight in understanding the adaptation of soft corals to temperature change. It 
seems that i f the change is mild, the change itself may not cause mass mortality to 
the corals as they can gradually adapt to it. However, at the current rate of global 
climate change, the upper thermal tolerance limit of corals is not known. Hence, the 
fate of coral reefs under the current scenario of global warming cannot be effectively 
ascertained. 
3.4.2 Temperature tolerance range of L. sarcophytoides 
The results of this present study are summarized in Table 3.1. It was shown that 
colonies of L sarcophytoides could survive well under the ex situ condition within 
the temperature range from 16°C to 30°C after being properly acclimatized. This 
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information can help to explain their distribution pattern in the natural environment 
as well as their potential use as source materials in reef restoration. Lobophytum spp. 
in Hong Kong were only found below 5 m C.D., and this restricted distribution may 
be accounted for by this temperature tolerance limit. They probably cannot survive in 
shallower water in which their upper threshold temperature is often exceded. This 
hypothesis can be further verified with transplantation experiment in the field. 
In all the experiments, the ranges of ambient temperature tended to fluctuate more 
widely than that under the controlled temperature conditions. The temperature 
recorded under the ex-situ ambient condition could be as high as 32.7°C or as low as 
10.5°C. These could be way beyond what the colonies of L sarcophytoides had ever 
experienced in the natural habitat. It was quite possible that the high mortality of 
colonies grown under ambient temperature was due to this temperature shock. 
The upper temperature tolerance limit of the hard coral Acropora tumida in Hong 
Kong was reported to be 30。C (Hui, 2010). This temperature range causes mortality 
of the corals within two months. However, in the present study, colonies of L 
sarcophytoides could survive under 30°C for 47 days or longer, i f properly 
acclimatized. Branches of A. tumida were also acclimatized in the experiment 
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mentioned above. Therefore, when comparing with this hard coral, L. sarcophytoides 
appears to have a higher temperature tolerance limit. More investigations are 
currently underway at the CUHK MSL on different species of hard and soft corals in 
order to draw a more convincing conclusion on the temperature tolerance limits of 
corals in Hong Kong. 
The optimum temperature for culturing Lobophytum sarcophytoides can be deduced 
from combined results monitoring the health condition and photosynthetic activity of 
L. sarcophytoides. These corals showed a 100% survivorship and exhibited the 
highest effective quantum yield throughout the experimental period under 20°C. 
Therefore, 20°C is likely the optimal temperature under which the corals can grow 
best with the lowest mortality. 
3.4.3 Indicators of Coral Health 
3.4.3.1 Photosynthetic activity 
Fluctuation in the effective quantum yield over time within a day or over different 
time period is a normal phenomenon as ambient light level changes temporally. In 
the present experiments, photosynthetic activities of the coral colonies under 
different temperature treatments were measured within a narrow window of time (i.e. 
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within the same hour) to minimize the effect of level of irradiance on these 
measurements. Such being the case, differences in effective quantum yield among 
these coral colonies within the same day can be compared to reveal the relationship 
between the photosynthetic activity and health condition of different groups of soft 
corals in these temperature experiments. 
It can easily be observed that the photosynthetic activity of the corals was tightly 
linked with their health condition. In Experiment I, the best surviving group seemed 
to be those colonies grown under 26°C as their effective quantum yield was also 
significantly higher than those of the other groups. In Experiment I IA, the same 
relationship was shown in colonies grown under 24°C and 26°C. Both these groups of 
corals apparently performed better than the other groups in terms of their health 
condition and photosynthetic activity. In Experiment IIB, when the colonies were 
transplanted to 30°C treatment from lower temperatures, their effective quantum 
yield dropped and became lower than those recorded when they were under lower 
temperatures or those that continued to be grown under lower temperatures. More 
colonies also suffered from partial mortality under the 30°C treatments as well. 
This effect was even more obvious in Experiment I I I when extensive contraction of 
the colonies grown under 14°C was observed with a significant drop in their 
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photosynthetic activity recorded over time. Photosynthetic activity of octocorals was 
reported to be reduced in contracted condition (Fabricius & Klumpp，1995). This 
explains why the effective quantum yield of those colonies grown under 14°C or 
30°C and above were reduced significantly when compared with those grown under 
the intermediate temperature ranges. In most cases, colonies grown under WC or 
30°C and above remained in contracted condition for prolonged period. 
3.4.3.2 Colony contraction 
In the present experimental setting, colonies under favorable temperature ranges 
would usually expand their capitulum as well as their polyps. However, extensive 
colony contraction was always observed in those colonies under more stressful 
temperatures (i.e. 14。C, and 30°C in some cases). This was especially so before the 
colonies died (e.g. under 30°C in Experiment I IA, as well as under 30。C and ambient 
temperatures in Experiment I). Contraction of colonies under other temperatures 
could also be observed occasionally, but the degree or extent in terms of time would 
not be as extensive as those observed under the stressful temperatures. 
In their natural habitat, periodic contraction of soft coral colonies was suspected to 
be due to exceptionally strong currents and irradiance level (Fabricius & Alderslade， 
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2001). The patterns of colony contraction are species specific. Predation disturbance 
and other physical contacts could also lead to colony contraction as well. It was 
suggested that colony expansion could increase photosynthetic rate (because of 
increase in surface area) which allows the soft corals to regulate the balance between 
carbon and nitrogenous nutrients (Fabricius & Klumpp, 1995), but the cause-effect 
relationship of this mechanism has yet to be established. Nonetheless, soft coral 
colonies tend to contract under unfavorable conditions and thus, contraction of 
colonies can be used as a health indicator especially i f all colonies remain contracted 
for prolonged period under a certain temperature range. 
3.4.3.3 Bleaching 
Coral bleaching is the result of the loss of photosynthetic symbionts or the 
photosynthetic pigments of these symbionts in corals and would usually result in the 
whitening of the corals (Williams & Bunkley-WUliams, 1990). Exact causes or 
mechanisms of bleaching are not clear but are usually attributed to exposure to 
adverse environmental conditions such as high temperature, low salinity, high light 
especially UV radiation, starvation, as well as contagious agents like bacterial 
infection (Glynn et al., 1985). 
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In Experiment III，bleaching occurred in all colonies under the 14°C treatment and 
these colonies did not recover in the course of the experiment. Zooxanthellae are 
sensitive to environmental change and cannot survive under adverse conditions 
(Coffroth et al., 1990; Douglas, 2003). In the present case, this low temperature of 
14°C is therefore likely to be stressful to these symbionts in this species of soft coral. 
Further deterioration of the health condition of coral colonies would occur since 
reduced photosynthetic activity of the symbionts under bleached condition means 
reduced food sources for the corals. It should be interesting to note however, that in 
the natural habitat of L sarcophytoides in Tung Ping Chau, winter seawater 
temperature could occasionally reach 14°C. Other hard coral species like Pontes 
lutea, P. lobata and Platygyra spp. tend to show various degrees of bleaching under 
this low winter temperature condition. Such low winter temperature (< 14°C) 
condition, however, did not occur in the last three years (2007-2010). Hence, the 
response of soft corals in their natural habitat to such low winter seawater 
temperature has yet to be observed. 
Corals are believed to switch from hosting one clade of zooxanthellae to another 
under different environmental conditions (Chen et a l , 2005). This is an adaptive 
mechanism to allow them to have the most appropriate type of symbionts under a 
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Specific environmental condition. Different clades of coral symbionts have tolerances 
to different levels of temperature. Corals are believed to expel the unsuitable 
symbionts to allow the suitable ones to increase in their number within the coral 
tissue or to acquire new zooxanthellae from the ambient environment. The 
mechanisms of establishing this symbiotic relationship is by chemical attraction. The 
coral emanates chemicals from the mouth of its polyps to attract the zooxanthellae 
into its gastrodermal tissue (Pasternak et al., 2004). The present experimental set-up, 
however, is a closed system. That means there could be no new sources of 
zooxanthellae within the system. This also means that under these experimental 
conditions, bleached corals may not be able to acquire "new" symbionts from their 
environment. How this would have affected the survival of coral colonies under 
unfavorable conditions (i.e. high or low temperature) remains to be assessed. 
3.4.3.4 Algal overgrowth 
Algal overgrowth can be harmful to the survival of corals (McCook et al., 2001). 
Zooxanthellate corals have their symbiotic algae inside their tissue producing food 
by photosynthesis. I f they are overgrown by macro-algae, light penetrating to the 




Nevertheless, this problem may not be as serious to soft corals as it is to hard corals. 
As reported by Fabricius et al. (1995, 2000), zooxanthellate octocorals tend to be 
mixotrophic in which they could obtain their nutrition either heterotrophically by 
capturing plankton or by suspension feeding, or through photosynthesis of their 
symbionts. Their dependence on photosynthesis is lower than that in hard corals. 
However, i f they are being overgrown by macro-algae, their ability to capture 
plankton or to feed on suspended particulates may also be hampered. Thus, 
algal-overgrowth may exert an effect in a different dimension other than by blocking 
the light for photosynthesis alone. 
Algal fouling itself is also an indication of the poor health condition of octocorals. 
Many octocorals species produce anti-fouling chemicals which prevent them from 
being overgrown (Paul & Puglisi，2004). However, i f they are stressed (like in 
polluted environment or under elevated temperature), they cannot divert energy to 
produce such chemicals and thus would eventually be overgrown by algae. 
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3.4.3.5 Attachment of transplanted corals 
It was interesting to note that the attachment time of the soft corals to the substratum, 
when they were initially transplanted to the experimental set-up from the field, also 
differed under different temperatures. For instance, corals under the 26°C treatment 
in Experiment I attached to the substratum after 11 days, those at 22°C after 21 days, 
while those others never attached at all. 
Previous studies on hard coral larval settlement revealed that temperature plays an 
important role in their survivorship and settlement rate. Significant lower settlement 
rate was recorded i f the larvae were exposed to 31°C than to 28。C and 29。C (Randall 
& Szmant，2009). The settlement behavior of coral fragments in the present study 
appeared to be different from that exhibited by the coral larvae. Nevertheless, these 
results reveal the potential effect of temperature on the settlement of asexual 
propagules or fragments of soft corals that may be comparable to those occurring in 
coral larvae. Settlement and attachment to a new substratum would require energy. 
There may not be enough energy for this i f a coral colony needs to deal with the 
unfavorable environmental conditions to ensure its own survival first. Thus, the 
effects of temperature on settlement and attachment potential of coral colonies may 
be equally important as this could also affect the distribution pattern of these soft 
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corals in the natural environment as well as their potential use in the restoration of 
denuded reefs. 
3.5 Summary 
In this study, the upper and lower lethal limits of temperature tolerance of the soft 
coral Lobophytum sarcophytoides were investigated. Colonies of this species 
survived quite well under ex-situ conditions within the temperature ranges of 
16-30。C with proper acclimation, with 20°C being the optimum ex situ culture 
condition. Beyond these limits, mass mortality would likely occur. Bleaching was 
induced in colonies grown under 14°C. Failure of the bleached colonies to recover 
may be related to their inability to acquire the appropriate clade of symbionts under 
the unfavorable conditions. Photosynthetic activity of the coral colonies, measured in 
terms of their effective quantum yield, was found to be closely related to the health 
conditions of the corals. The yield could be reduced when the corals were grown 
close to their limits of temperature tolerance. This is especially so at the lower limit 
of 14。C when bleaching occurred and the effective quantum yield of the bleached 
colonies was drastically reduced. 
During this study, physiological as well as morphological changes of the coral 
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colonies were correlated with the health condition of the corals. Some indicators 
were identified that could be used to reveal the health conditions of these corals. 
Among these indicators include the level of photosynthetic activity, the degree of 
colony contraction, occurrence of bleaching and of the attachment success of the 
colony on the substratum. More detailed investigations should be made in order to 
refine the criteria in determining the health status of a soft coral colony. 
Overall, the hypothesis that the soft coral Lobophytum sarcophytoides could adapt to 
an increasing temperature i f exposure to this temperature is gradual has been shown 
to be true. Nevertheless, their temperature tolerance is unlikely to be unlimited even 
i f the change is slow. To what extent these corals can tolerate the increasing global 
warming trend remains unknown. No L. sarcophytoides colonies died in the source 
site in LGS throughout the period of the present experiments. Quite obviously, they 
are well-adapted to the seasonal temperature fluctuation in their natural habitat. On 
the other hand, however, the extreme temperatures used in the various experiments 
could occasionally be reached in the field and corals were shown to be affected under 
these temperature limits in the laboratory but not in the natural environment. This 
difference in coral responses can be accounted for by differences in the duration of 
their exposure to these marginal temperatures. Diurnal fluctuation and tidal effect 
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ensure the continuous fluctuation of seawater temperature in the field but such was 
not the case under ex situ culture conditions in which the temperature was kept 
constant. This makes comparison between the in situ and ex situ results not directly 
straight-forward and some cautions in the extrapolation of experimental results are 
therefore needed. 
Nonetheless, it was suggested earlier (Chapter 2) that the relatively large difference 
in the range of temperature recorded between the in situ and ex situ conditions in 
summer due largely to the occurrence of thermocline was detrimental to the corals. 
The findings in the present experiments further reinforce this observation with higher 
mortality recorded for colonies under higher temperature (28°C or above) treatments. 
From the nursery perspective, mortality can probably be minimized i f sample 
collection is conducted when the water temperature is below 26°C and at times when 
thermocline is not developed to prevent any temperature shock due to sudden change 
in temperature. Further investigations are needed to fine tune the experimental set-up 
to obtain the most optimal conditions to grow the corals. This information wi l l be 
particularly valuable i f conservation strategy using soft corals for restoration work is 
to be developed and further expanded. 
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Table 3.1 Survivorship and effective quantum yield of Lobophytum sarcophytoides 
cultured in ex situ aquaria. Colonies of L sarcophytoides could survive 
well under the ex situ condition within the temperature range from 16°C to 
30°C after being properly acclimatized. Corals grown under 20°C showed a 
100% survivorship and exhibited the highest effective quantum yield 
throughout the experimental period. 
Temp Survivorship No. of Effective Remarks 
Expt Days quantum yield 
32 0% 3 0.63 Ambient in Temp Expt I 
30 100% 47 0.61 士0.08 With acclimation in 28°C 
for 91 days in Temp Expt I I 
28 100% 47 0.65士 0.05 
26 100% 91 0.65 士 0.02 
24 100% 91 0.66 士 0.02 
22 60% 28 0.62士 0.04 Without acclimation in 
Temp Expt I 
20 100% 57 0.75±0.02 
18 100% 57 0.72土 0.03 
16 100% 57 0.71士0.03 
14 100% 57 0.53士0.14 Severe bleaching occurred 
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Figure 3.1 Health condition of Lobophytum sarcophytoides (n=5) grown over time 
from 27 Aug 09 to 24 Sep 09 in the laboratory under different 
temperatures in Temperature Experiment I. (Legend: • = Healthy, • 
=Partial Mortality, • = Complete mortality. See text for more detailed 
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Figure 3.2 Mean (土 S.D.) temporal change in the effective quantum yield of 
Lobophytum sarcophytoides grown from 27 Aug 09 to 24 Sep 09 in the 
laboratory under different temperatures in Temperature Experiment I. 
n=5. 
Figure 3.3 A. Contracted; & B. expanded colonies of Lobophytum sarcophytoides 
grown under 28°C treatment. Photos taken on 16 Oct 2009 and 9 Nov 
2009 respectively. Totally four colonies (27%) were dead on 6 Nov 
2009 under this treatment. 
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Figure 3.4 Health condition of Lobophytum sarcophytoides (n=15) grown over 
time from 25 Sep 09 to 23 Dec 09 in the laboratory under different 
temperatures in Temperature Experiment IIA. (Legend: • = Healthy, 
• = Partial Mor ta l i t y ,圔=Comple te mortality. See text for more 
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Figure 3.5 Mean (土 S.D.) temporal change in the effective quantum yield of 
Lobophytum sarcophytoides grown from 25 Sep 09 to 23 Dec 09 in the 
laboratory under different temperatures in Temperature Experiment I IA, 
n=15. Missing data in the first 10 days were caused by technical 
problem. 
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Figure 3.7 Health condition of Lobophytum sarcophytoides (n=15) grown over 
time from 23 Dec 09 to 8 Feb 10 in the laboratory under initial 
temperature of 24 ° C and subsequently transplanted to higher 
temperatures in Temperature Experiment IIB. (Legend: • = Healthy, 
• = Partial Mortality, M 二 Complete mortality. See text for more 
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Figure 3.8 Health condition of Lobophytum sarcophytoides (n=15) grown over 
time from 23 Dec 09 to 8 Feb 10 in the laboratory under initial 
temperature of 26 ° C and subsequently transplanted to higher 
temperatures in Temperature Experiment IIB. (Legend: • = Healthy, 
• = Partial Mortality, _ = Complete mortality. See text for more 
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Figure 3.9 Health condition of Lobophytum sarcophytoides (n=15) grown over 
time from 23 Dec 09 to 8 Feb 10 in the laboratory under initial 
temperature of 28。C and subsequently transplanted to higher 
temperatures in Temperature Experiment IIB. (Legend: • = Healthy, 
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Figure 3.11 Health condition of Lobophytum sarcophytoides (n=15) grown over 
time from 9 Feb 10 to 7 Apr 10 in the laboratory under different 
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Figure 3.12 Severely contracted and bleached colonies of Lobophytum 
sarcophytoides grown under 14°C treatment. Photo taken on 23 Mar 
2010 or Day 42 of the experiment. 
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Figure 3.13 Mean (土 S.D.) temporal change in the effective quantum yield of 
Lobophytum sarcophytoides grown from 9 Feb 10 to 7 Apr 10 in the 




Chapter 4 Reproductive Biology of Lobophytum sarcophytoides 
4.1 Introduction 
In the study of most reef systems, hard corals are usually the main focus while soft 
corals are at most only mentioned in passing. In a marginal environment for coral 
growth like that in Hong Kong, hard and soft corals occupy distinctly different 
habitats. Hard corals are mainly found in shallow waters (<5m), while soft corals 
mostly inhabit the deeper region (>5m). In the deeper water region where the growth 
of hard corals is largely limited by poor light penetration, soft corals replace their 
role. Thus, the conservation of soft corals is important especially for the deeper water 
ecosystem. 
Reproduction is a crucial aspect of the biology of any organism. It is an important 
factor to consider in its conservation. Soft corals exhibit both asexual and sexual 
reproduction. Their sexual reproductive mode includes colony fission (Fabricius, 
1995； McFadden, 1997)，stolon-formation, budding (Karlson et al., 1996) and 
fragmentation (Dahan & Benayahu，1997)，while they reproduce sexually through 
broadcasting of gametes (Yamazato et al., 1981), or brooding of larvae inside or 
outside the mother colonies (Kruga et al., 1998; Benayhu & Loya, 1983). 
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Sexual reproduction with successful larval dispersal is a particularly important 
process which allows recruitment of new genets to other sites (Coll et al., 1995), and 
also the natural recovery of damaged reef sites (Connell, 1997). In the past decade, 
investigations on restoration of denuded reefs with sexual recruits became more 
common (Petersen et al., 2006). This was done by collection of eggs and sperms 
from corals and fertilizing them under ex situ conditions. After rearing the coral 
recruits to suitable sizes, they could be transplanted back to the wild for reef 
restoration. In this regard, correct prediction of the timing of coral spawning is 
essential in order to be able to collect enough of the coral gametes for further 
processing. 
Previous studies on reproduction in Hong Kong corals mainly focused on different 
hard coral species (e.g. Lam, 2000; Liu & Ang，2002; Lin, 2003) but few on soft 
corals. The first study on reproduction of Hong Kong octocorals was reported for 
Lobophytum sp. in Lung Lok Shui, Tung Ping Chau Marine Park (Yeung & Ang， 
2010). Spawning of this species most likely occurred between June and July 2007, 
during early summer. This coincided with the spawning records for many hard corals 
in Hong Kong, including Platygyra sinensis in May (Liu & Ang，2002), Favia 




Around Tung Ping Chau, Lobophytum sarcophytoides (identified by Prof. CF Dai of 
National Taiwan University in 2010) was found to be abundant in Lan Guo Shui 
(LGS), a site adjacent to Lung Lok Shui (Figure 4.1). Lobophytum sp. from Lung 
Lok Shui (Yeung & Ang，2010) and L. sarcophytoides are both thick-encrusting soft 
corals with brown polyps present only on the upper surface. Many lobes and ridges 
occurred at the edge of the colonies which occasionally fuse together to form crests. 
The major morphological difference is the occurrence of many fission holes on the 
colonies of Lobophytum sp. but not on L. sarcophytoides (Ang et al., 2010). 
Lobophytum sarcophytoides is less commonly found in Hong Kong. It was only 
recorded in 2 out of the 103 study sites covered in a comprehensive survey to study 
the distribution and biodiversity of octocorals in Hong Kong in 2006-2008, while 
Lobophytum sp. was recorded in 12 sites (Ang et al., 2010). Therefore, L 
sarcophytoides is locally rare and more studies are needed to conserve this species. 
In this present study, the reproductive biology of L. sarcophytoides was investigated 





4.2.1 Study site 
The sample collection site was LGS in Tung Ping Chau Marine Park located in 
northeastern water of Hong Kong (N22.538, E114.441, Figure 4.1). Ang et al. (2010) 
recorded 15 species of soft corals in this site, including two Lobophytum spp. 
Lobophytum sarcophytoides is abundant in this site and forms large patches that 
carpet the substrata. Lee (2007) reported the mean (士SD) coverage of L. 
sarcophytoides in LGS to range from 3.47±5.46% (deep water (>8 m C.D)) to 
4.20±9.45% (shallow water (<8 m C.D.)), which was the highest in Tung Ping Chau 
Marine Park. The dense aggregations were likely formed by asexual fission of the 
Lobophytum colonies, as was also reported in other soft Lobophytum spp. in southern 
Taiwan (Fan et al., 2005) and Okinawa (Yamazato et al., 1981). 
4.2.2 Sample collection and treatments 
Monthly collection of samples was conducted in LGS. Three samples were taken 
from each of 10 random colonies in the aggregations. Pieces of 1cm size samples 
were cut from the colonies at least 3cm from the edges to avoid the active growing 
regions (Fan et al., 2005). The samples were fixed in 10% formalin for one week and 
preserved in 75% ethanol afterwards. They were then decalcified with decalcifying 
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agent (containing 1500ml 32% concentrated hydrochloric acid, 3.5g 
ethylenediamin-tetraacetic acid, 0.04g sodium potassium tartrate, 0.7g sodium 
tartrate dehydrate, and made up to 5L final volume) and mounted in paraffin wax 
blocks. Thereafter, around 30 7 |im thick histological sections of each sample were 
prepared by a microtome for gonad examination. Hematoxylin and eosin were 
applied to stain the samples. 
The histological sections mounted on slides were observed under the light 
microscope. Photos were taken for the six largest oocytes or spermaries in each 
sample. Their longest diameter and the corresponding perpendicular diameter were 
measured using a computer program, the Image-Pro Plus 5.0 (Media Cybernetics, 
Inc., Bethesda, MD, USA). The geometric diameter of each oocyte or spermary was 
calculated by the square root of the product of the two diameters. The monthly 
variation in the oocyte or spermary size was plotted to determine the seasonal pattern 
of gametogenesis and the time of spawning of L. sarcophytoides. Developmental 
stages of gametogenesis were also determined according to Schleyer et al (2004) and 
the frequency of each stage in each month expressed as a percentage based on all the 




Among the samples of L. sarcophytoides examined, no brooded larvae were found in 
the coelenteron or on the colony surface. There were also no oocytes and 
spermatocytes observed simultaneously within the same colonies, suggesting that 
this species is gonochronic. This is consistent with the other Lobophytum spp. 
investigated in the Asia-Pacific region (Yamazato et a l , 1981; Fan et a l , 2005; 
Yeung&Ang，2010). 
Besides, it was also observed that different sexes of L. sarcophytoides in LGS were 
generally distributed into two separate patches. The male colonies aggregated mainly 
in the shallower water (7-8 m C.D.) and the female colonies in the deeper water 
(9-10 m C.D.). It should be noted that the patch with mainly male colonies was only 
discovered and sampled since Oct 2008, so the study period for them was shorter. 
4.3.1 Gametogenic development: size changes 
The oocyte development in L sarcophytoides did not show a clear seasonal pattern 
(Figure 4.2). The sizes of the oocytes always fluctuated throughout the study period. 
No general trend of increase nor sudden decrease in their sizes could be deduced 
from the pattern and thus, the spawning period cannot be clearly identified. This 
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could be because the oogenic development of L. sarcophytoides was unsynchronized 
and there were always large and small oocytes present in the gonads. 
On the other hand, a clear increase in mean (士SD) spermary size was observed from 
Jan 09 (31 士9 jim) to Jun 09 (134士21 ^im) (Figure 4.3). A sudden drop in size to zero 
occurred in Jul 09 with no spermatocytes found. Spermaries were observed again in 
Nov 09 (26士6 \xm). Their sizes grew larger until Feb 09 when the monitoring ended. 
This pattern was distinct and the male colonies appeared to spawn only once a year. 
This most likely occurred between June to July 09. 
4.3.2 Gametogenic development: developmental stages 
The developmental stages of oocytes (Figure 4.4) and spermaries (Figure 4.5) were 
also identified from the histological sections based on Schleyer et al (2004). The 
frequency distributions of different stages at different time periods, expressed in 
percentage, are given in Figures 4.6 and 4.7 respectively. 
4.3.2.1 Oogenesis 
The oocytes in their earliest stage (stage 1) had a mean (士SD) size of 37士9 |im 
(n=167) (Figure 4.2). They had large nuclei and were usually embedded in the 
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gastrodermal mesenteries. As they developed into stage 2 oocytes, their mean size 
increased to 63士 13 [im (n=276) and they attached to the mesenteries with pedicles. 
They continued to grow into stage 3 and became detached from the mesenteries. 
Vitellogenesis occurred, resulted in the accumulation of yolk bodies. Their sizes now 
increased to 102土 19 |im (n=114). At the final stage (stage 4), the nuclei of oocytes 
migrated towards the periphery. The sizes at this stage were mostly over 130 in 
diameter, with an average of 152士33 \im (n=19). 
As was observed in the fluctuation of sizes of the oocytes over time (Figure 4.2), 
there was also no clear pattern in changes in the frequency distribution (%) of the 
developmental stages of L sarcophytoides over time (Figure 4.6). Different stages of 
oocytes were present throughout the year, further suggesting that oocyte 
development was unsynchronized. Stage 4 oocytes appeared several times within the 
sampling period, suggesting that spawning may have occurred more than once in a 
year. 
4.3.2.2 Spermatogenesis 
Stage 1 spermaries, with mean (士SD) sizes of 31±8 \im (n=89), were usually 
embedded in the mesenteries like the stage 1 oocytes (Figure 4.5). They were fil led 
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with clusters of developing spermatogonia. When developed into stage 2，they 
connected to the mesenteries by pedicles. Their sizes increased to 53士 16 |im (n=252). 
At stage 3, the spermatids concentrated at the periphery of the spermaries, giving 
them a hollow appearance. Their sizes further increased to 102±24 |im (n=213). As 
they became mature (stage 4)，the spermatids transformed into spermatozoa which 
would further develop tails for swimming in the more mature stage. The largest 
spermaries could be up to 170 |im in size, and their average was 149士 13 |im (n=26). 
In contrast to oogenesis, the stage development of spermaries was more 
synchronized with a clearer succession of different developmental stages (Figure 4.7). 
Some stage 4 spermaries started to appear in May 09，and their number increased in 
Jun 09. The proportion of mature spermaries was still small (14%) in Jun 09，so 
further development of other younger stages of spermaries was likely to have 
occurred thereafter. But no spermary was found in Jul 09 samples, suggesting that 
spawning occurred between Jun and Jul 09. 
4.4 Discussion 
4.4.1 Unusual oogenic development pattern in L. sarcophytoides 
The reproductive biology of Lobophytum in the Asia-Pacific region was investigated 
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in a number of previous researches. In Nanwan Bay, Taiwan, L. pauciflorum was 
found to spawn from July to September (Fan et al., 2005) while in Okinawa, Japan, L. 
crassum spawned in June (Yamazato et a l , 1981). Further away in the southern 
hemisphere, L. crassum and L. compactum w ere found to spawn in October or 
November in the Great Barrier Reef (Bowden et al., 1985; Coll et a l , 1995 & 
Michalek-Wagner and Willis, 2001), which was late spring in Australia. In Hong 
Kong, Lobophytum sp. was reported to spawn in June or July (Yeung & Ang, 2010). 
Spawning of Lobophytum seemed to be correlated with the relatively higher water 
temperature in the warmer seasons. 
Surprisingly, it was found that the oogenic developmental cycle of L. sarcophytoides 
in Hong Kong is quite different from its congeners worldwide. In the present study, 
no distinct oogenic pattern was recorded, but mass spawning of the male gametes 
appeared to have occurred in Jim 09. Synchronized gametogenesis and mass 
spawning of both male and female gametes were reported in other previous studies 
on Lobophytum mentioned above. 




The existence of a thermocline in the water column may have affected the oogenic 
development of L. sarcophytoides in LGS. As mentioned earlier, colonies of L. 
sarcophytoides in this site were separated into two large aggregations. The male 
colonies mainly occurred in the shallower water (7-8 m C.D.) where they were more 
exposed to the warmer water above the thermocline, while the female colonies were 
more abundant in the deeper water (9-10 m C.D.) which was usually below the 
thermocline. 
Higher survivorship of its larvae in summer than in other seasons was reported for 
the soft coral Heteroxenia fuscescens in the Red Sea (Yacobovitch et al., 2003). The 
relatively higher temperature in summer could have provided the advantage of 
having higher energy reserve in the mother colonies to develop heavier and longer 
larvae with higher rate of metamorphosis. Thus, summer is the more favorable 
season for breeding and development of H. fuscescens larvae (Yacobovitch et al., 
2003). 
In the present study, the female colonies of L. sarcophytoides inhabited the deeper 
water below the thermocline, the water temperature of which could be more constant 
throughout the year and 3-4°C lower than that of the surface water especially in 
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summer. These coral colonies would therefore not be able to take advantage of the 
generally warmer temperature in summer as the other corals did. Other factors may 
overwhelm the effect of relatively small change in temperature on the synchronicity 
of coral spawning (Mangubhai & Harrison，2008). Thus, this possible lack of a 
seasonal temperature cue in LGS deep water may have affected the pattern of 
oogenic development of L. sarcophytoides and resulted in an unsynchronized 
oogenesis. 
In contrast, the male colonies of L. sarcophytoides were in shallower water above the 
thermocline. They would have been exposed to the summer increase in water 
temperature, and can thus take this as a cue to synchronize their gametogenic 
development. Synchronized gametogenesis was reported for Lobophytum sp. in Lung 
Lok Shui nearby where the coral colonies were also found above the thermocline 
(Yeimg&Ang，2010). 
The uncoupled oogenic and spermatogenic developments of L. sarcophytoides 
colonies in LGS could have serious implication on the fertilization success of their 
gametes and local recruitment. It is not known i f oogenic development of the female 
colonies could take cue from the spermatogenic development of their male 
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counterparts as aggregations of male and female colonies were quite far apart (> 15 
m) from one another. Sperm chemo-attractant was discovered in the oocytes of 
Lobophytum crassum and L. compactum in Australia and a similar product in 
gorgonian as well (Coll et al, 1995). This oocyte-specific chemical could attract 
sperms present in the sea water, which is particularly essential for the fertilization 
success after coral spawning. It is not known i f similar attractant could be found in 
the released eggs of L sarcophytoides in Hong Kong or i f the release of their eggs 
could be synchronized with that of the sperm by chemical cues. Very likely, there 
could be a large wastage of their reproductive efforts. This could be evidenced by the 
lack of local recruitment outside the aggregations of either male or female colonies. 
These large aggregations themselves may have been a result of asexual 
fragmentation from some mother colonies. 
4.4.3 Alternative explanation: energy allocation 
On the other hand, this unusual pattern of oogenic development might be the 
outcome of an energy allocation strategy in L. sarcophytoides. Richmond (1987) 
investigated the energy allocation between growth and reproduction of the hard coral 
brooding species Pocillopora damicornis in two localities. Mass absorption of 
developing brooded larvae was suspected to occur as temperature fluctuated, 
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resulting in a zero fecundity and possibly higher growth rate in the eastern Pacific 
population. In contrast, year-round planulation in the central Pacific populations of P. 
damicornis was possible at the expense of their growth rate. A later study on P. 
damicornis colonies with ova as well as brooded larvae and those with only sperm 
development clearly showed that the brooding colonies had slower growth rate and 
lower lipid storage while those non-brooding colonies grew faster (Ward, 1995). The 
larger lipid reserve of the non-brooding colonies was assumed to be used for 
maintenance, repair and growth under low light condition. 
Though no direct comparable results have been reported on the temperature effect 
causing asynchronous gametogenesis in corals, severe bleaching was suggested to 
have caused the retention of immature oocytes in the coral colonies beyond the 
normal spawning period until the next year or even up to 20 months in Lobophytum 
compactum (Michalek-Wagner & Willis, 2001). Other than bleaching, reproduction 
of hard coral was also negatively affected by injuries, pollution and turbidity (Ward 
et al., 2000), suggesting a high sensitivity of coral reproduction to a variety of 
stresses. 
It was observed that colonies of L. sarcophytoides in deeper water in LGS were more 
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frequently contracted but such was not the case in shallower water. This suggests that 
water depth itself might impose some stresses on the corals, albeit indirectly through 
lower light intensity and lower temperature. Thus, female L. sarcophytoides colonies 
living in deeper water could be facing a more stressful environment than their male 
counterparts in shallower water. A trade off for them would be to invest more on 
maintenance and growth rather than on the costly oocyte production process. Thus, 
synchronized oocyte development was sacrificed. Similar trade off may not have to 
be faced by the male colonies found in shallower water. 
4.5 Summary 
A clear difference was observed between the oogenic and spermatogenic 
developmental cycles of L. sarcophytoides colonies in LGS, Tung Ping Chan. 
Oogenic development was not synchronized with fluctuation in oocyte sizes 
observed over the 16 months of study. In contrast, the spermaries increased in size 
from Mar 09 to Jun 09 and most likely spawned between June and July 2009. The 
subsequent developmental cycle started in Dec 09. This observed pattern of 
gametogenesis was quite different from that of other Lobophytum spp. in other 
localities, in which they all had synchronized spawning from late spring to summer. 
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Possible reasons for the uncoupled gametogenic developments in L. sarcophytoides 
included the lack of a temperature cue for oocyte development as female colonies are 
mainly found below the thermocline where year round temperature is more constant. 
Furthermore, there could be a trade off in energy allocation wherein female colonies 
of L. sarcophytoides were potentially responding to a more stressful environmental 
condition and therefore would sacrifice synchronized oogenic development in favor 
of growth and survivorship. More investigations would certainly be needed on the 
eco-physiological responses of L sarcophytoides to temperature or other 
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Figure 4.2 Changes in the mean size (土SD，n=15) of oocytes over the sampling 
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Figure 4.3 Changes in the mean size (士SD，n=15) of spermaries over the 
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Figure 4.4 Oogenic developmental stages in L. sarcophytoides: (A) Stage 1 
oocytes in the mesentery; (B) Stage 2 oocytes connected to the 
mesentery by pedicle; (C) Stage 3 oocyte with cytoplasm accumulated 
around the nucleus; (D) Stage 4 oocytes with nucleus at the periphery. 
(Ol , Stage 1 oocyte', 02, Stage 2 oocyte; 03, Stage 3 oocyte; 04，Stage 
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Figure 4.5 Spermatogenic developmental stages in L. sarcophytoides'. (A) Stage 1 
spermaries containing clusters of spermatogonia; (B) Stage 2 spermary 
connected to the mesentery by pedicle; (C) Stage 3 spermary with 
spermatocytes arranged at the periphery; (D) Stage 4 spermary. (SI, 
Stage 1 spermary; S2, Stage 2 spermary; S3, Stage 3 spermary; S4, 
Stage 4 spermary; P, Pedicle). 
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Figure 4.6 Changes in the frequency (%) of developmental stages of oocytes over 
the sampling period (n=15). 
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Figure 4.7 Changes in the frequency (%) of developmental stages of spermaries 
over the sampling period (n=15). 
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Chapter 5 Summary and Perspectives 
The present study is a pioneering work on the eco-physiology of octocorals in Hong 
Kong. Octocoral communities are extensively distributed from the northeast to the 
southwestern waters of Hong Kong. They are mainly found in deeper waters (>5 m 
C.D.). Beyond this depth, hard coral communities gradually diminish because of lack 
of light. Octocorals then replace the hard corals in providing the role to enhance the 
heterogeneity of the habitats for a large variety of organisms present at this depth 
range. Because of the poor understanding of the general biology of this group of 
corals, any conservation strategy for them cannot be effectively developed and their 
responses to different potential anthropogenic and natural impacts cannot be properly 
assessed. Thus, this thesis research is a first step to understand more about the 
eco-physiological responses of octocorals to environmental changes in this part of 
the world. 
Reef gardening as a strategy in reef restoration has been widely adopted in many 
places in recent years. Corals are fragmented into smaller ramets and cultured under 
favorable conditions until they grow into suitable size for transplantation to denuded 
reef sites. One of the objectives of this present thesis research was to study the 
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feasibility of employing this strategy using soft corals and to find out the optimal size 
of soft corals that can be grown in a nursery. The soft coral Lobophytum 
sarcophytoides was chosen as the study organism because it is zooxanthellate and 
thus may be more vulnerable to environmental changes. Colonies of L 
sarcophytoides were collected from Lan Guo Shui (LGS) in Tung Ping Chau Marine 
Park (TPCMP), cut into Large- (16 cm^), Medium- (9 cm^) and Small-sized (4 cm^) 
fragments and grown in Tolo Harbour outside the Simon F. S. L i Marine Science 
Laboratory, The Chinese University of Hong Kong. 
Photosynthetic activity, measured as effective quantum yield, was shown not to be 
significantly different among coral fragments of different size groups. On the other 
hand, reproductive output was shown to be size dependent. This suggests that smaller 
fragments tended to invest less on reproduction but more on maintenance or 
survivorship, while the larger fragments spent more energy on reproduction. Lesions 
sustained from cutting in all size groups of I . sarcophytoides could heal within one 
day after being cut, indicating the adaptive advantage of these coral colonies in 
employing fragmentation as a strategy for propagation in their natural habitat. 
In addition, the Medium-sized fragments exhibited the highest relative growth rate 
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among the other size groups before their health deteriorated. This indicated that 
medium-sized fragments are likely the most suitable fragment size for culture and 
restoration use. However, survivorships of the treated fragments were not satisfactory 
in the present study. Improvements are needed especially in the treatment methods 
and also in the selection of nursery site. Coral samples collected and treated in 
summer (August 09) did not survive, suggesting that summer is not an ideal season 
to start this kind of treatment works on soft corals. Relatively large fluctuation in 
temperature between the in situ (donor) and ex situ (recipient) sites led to extensive 
mortality of the corals. 
Different levels of temperature could affect the survivorship and morphological 
response of I . sarcophytoides. Extremely high temperature (32°C) that occasionally 
occurs in the wild caused severe mortality of the corals within three days. On the 
other hand, i f the corals were grown under the lowest winter temperature recorded 
for Hong Kong (14。C)，the colonies stayed contracted throughout the whole study 
period. They gradually bleached, followed by a decrease in their effective quantum 
yield. They would eventually die i f the conditions persisted. 
Besides the extreme cases, it is shown that 20。C could be the optimum temperature 
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for growing L. sarcophytoides under the ex situ condition. Corals grown under this 
temperature exhibited the highest effective quantum yield when compared with those 
under different temperature treatments. None of the colonies died throughout the 57 
days of experiment. Thus, this temperature is more favorable for growing L, 
sarcophytoides in ex situ nurseries to yield the highest growth rate as a result of 
relatively more intensive photosynthetic activity. 
The reproductive biology oil. sarcophytoides in Lan Guo Shui was also investigated 
from Oct 08 to Feb 10. Surprisingly, the development of spermary and oocyte 
appeared uncoupled. Synchronous development of the spermaries started in Dec 08 
to reach the largest mean (士SD) diameter (149土 13 ^im) in Jun 09. Mass spawning 
likely occurred between Jun to Jul 09. On the other hand, development of the oocytes 
was not synchronous. Different developmental stages of oocytes could always be 
found in virtually all seasons. A lack of temperature cue or the allocation of more 
energy to survival in deeper water with relatively lower temperature was likely the 
reason for this asynchronous development of oocytes. Transplantation of female 
colonies to shallower water wi l l be needed to test this hypothesis. Under the current 
situation, fertilization success of the gametes is likely to be low. This may explain the 
low population size of L. sarcophytoides in this locality. More investigations are 
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needed to verify the exact causes of this uncommon phenomenon. 
In conclusion, this present study provides the valuable baseline information on 
different aspects of eco-physiology of the soft coral L. sarcophytoides. This 
information could be important to the conservation of octocorals in Hong Kong. As 
fragment size was critical for the growth, survival and reproduction of corals, an 
optimum fragment size should be used in nursery part of the coral restoration 
strategy in order to ensure the best result. 
In Hong Kong, octocorals generally grow in deeper water below the summer 
thermocline. There could therefore be a relatively large temperature difference (~3°C) 
between the deeper water and the shallow water where ex situ nursery may be 
located. Thus, transplantation of octocorals is not favored in summer because acute 
temperature change between the in situ and ex situ conditions may not be tolerated 
by the corals, resulting in severe mortality. 
The asynchronous development of oocyte revealed in L. sarcophytoides may not be 
an isolated case. Similar cases may also occur in other octocorals growing in deeper 
water in Hong Kong. This means that many of these octocorals are likely to be even 
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more sensitive to environmental impact, as poor reproductive success in these 
octocorals would mean their high vulnerability to local extinction. More 
investigations should be done to verify the extent of this phenomenon among other 
octocorals in Hong Kong before any proper conservation strategy could be planned. 
Octocorals are under-studied in Hong Kong as well as elsewhere in other parts of the 
world. Yet, their ecological importance should not be underestimated. The potential 
threats from destructive fisheries, pollution and environmental changes may be more 
serious than are currently known. It is essential to focus more studies on octocorals 
before they vanish from the environment. Restoration should be the last resort to 
conserve them or any other organisms in this world. It wi l l always be too late to carry 
out restoration after an ecological disaster. 
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